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PREFACE 

In the Fall of 1945 a course in Heutron Physics was given 
by Professor Fermi as part of the program of the Los Alamos 
University. The course consisted of thirty lectures most of 
which were given by Fermi. In his absence R. F. Christy and 
E. Segre gave several lectures. 

The present revision is based upon class notes prepared 
by I. Haipern with some assistance by B. T. Feld and issued 
first as document LADC 255 and later with wider circulation 
as MDDC 320. 

Having found the document most useful in teaching an intro
ductory course in nuclear physics, the author of the present 
revision felt that the material should be made more widely 
available, particularly to students of "pile engineering." 
To this end the notes issued as MDDC ^ao have been revised 
and made available in this form for wider distribution. 

The principal revisions in the text consist of expanding 
some of the statements for clarity and adding sentences and 
footnotes for completeness. Problems have been numbered and 
grouped at the end of each chapter. Figures have been redrawn, 
and in a few cases new ones added. Occasionally additional 
material has been included which may not have been presented 
in the lectures. This has been done only where clarity de
manded more information and where the addition of recent 
data made the text more complete. 

The reviser was not privileged to attend the course on 
which these notes are based. It is his hope, however, that 
the revision will make available to a wider group of students 
the essential material given in what must have been an extremely 
useful and informative course of lectures. 

-J. G. B. 
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CHAPTER I 

NEUTRON SOURCES 

1.1 ALPHA-NEUTRON SOURCES 

One useful type of neutron source is based on the (a, n) reaction. Alpha particles incident on 
a target nucleus result in the ejection of neutrons. Consider the reaction Li''(a, n)B*®: 

L i ' + He*—» B " _ * B** + n* + Q (1-1) 

In this equation B '̂  is the intermediate state or compound nucleus. Q is the reaction energy and 
can be calculated from the mass-spectrogra[^ically measured masses of the atoms as follows: 

L i ' : 7.01804 m.u. B " : 10.01605 m.u. 

He*: 4.00388 n* : 1.00893 

11.02192 m. u. 11.02498 m.u. 

Q = (Mass on left) - (Mass on right) = - .00306 m.u. 

The masses given are those of the neutral atoms, i.e., the "mass of an atom" is equal to the mass 
of the nucleus plus the mass of the associated electrons, and the units are defined by the relation 

1 m. a = 1 mass unit 

{Mass of a neutral atom of the most \ ^ ^ 
abundant isotope of oxygen J 

Now, in equation (1-1) there is an excess of mass on the right side which means that the reaction 
is endothetmic. That is, energy equivalent to the increased mass must be supplied to make the 
reaction energetically possible. This energy, denoted by Q, can be computed by conversion of the 
mass-difference —.00306 m.u., to energy units using the relation E = m c ' . Since 1 m.u. is 
equivalent to 931 Mev (see problem 2 at the end of this chapter) the value of the reaction energy 
for (1-1) is Q = -.00306'931 Mev or -2.85 Mev. The negative sign indicates that the reaction is 
endothermic, i.e., Q is taken positive for exothermic reactions. 

The "threshold energy" for this reaction is that minimvm value of the kinetic energy which 
the alpha must have in order to make the reaction energetically possible. The threshold 
is not the same as the Q value, since the end-products, as a consequence of momentum conservation, 
will retain some kinetic energy. In the Li ' (a,nj reaction the incident alphas will need more than 
2.85 Mev of kinetic energy. 

• A revision of el«s« not** tekan bj I . Halpom on « •orlo* of loetnros bjr Profosaor Inrlco Foml of 
tb* IhilTeraltjr of Chleago • • explained In the preface to thla doctaent. 
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The exact threshold energy may be calculated by considering the initial momenttmi of the 
system. The total momentum of the colliding particles after the reaction will have to be the same 
as die total momentum before. Assuming the L i ' to be initially stationary and the alpha particle 
to have a velocity v, then the total initial momentum of the system* is just 4v. The velocity of 
the center of gravity v^ is this momentum divided by the total mass of the system or 4 v / l l . The 
compound nucleus formed at collision ( B " ) thus has a kinetic energy of l l v V2, that is one 
half the total mass, 11 units, times the square of v^. Substituting 4v/l l for v^ yields (4/11) '4v ' /2 
or just four-elevenths of the kinetic energy of the incident alpha particle. The balance or 
seven-elevenths of the kinetic energy of the incident alpha particle is thus available for nuclear 
excitation. For the reaction to be just possible this fraction of the alpha's kinetic energy must 
be just equal to the negative reaction energy Q: 

- Q = (7/11) (Threshold K.E. of alphas) (1-2) 

.•• Threshold K. E. of alphas = -(11/7)Q 

= -(11/7) ( -2 .85) 

= 4.48 Mev 

Equation (1-2) means that in order for the reaction L i ' ( a, n) B ̂ ^ to take place the incident 
alpha particles must have a kinetic energy of 4.48 Mev or greater. 

An even more useful alpha-neutron reaction is that in which alphas are incident upon 
beryllium. The resulting reactions are exothermic: 

Be" + He* _ * C " + n (1-3) 

Be" + He* > 3He*+ n 

in which the first reaction is more probable and takes place with Q = -f 5.5 Mev. Being 
exothermic there is no threshold. However, the Coulomb repulsion of the alpha particles by the 
beryllium nucleus diminishes the chance of a successful collision by a slow-moving alpha. The 
net result i s that the yield of neutrons from a thin beryllium target (thin to reduce straggling 
effects from alpha-electron collisions) increases with increasing energy of the incident alpha 
particles as illustrated in the graph. Figure 1. 

• Tke aaaaea are s l a p l l f i e d to the •as s -nabers In this calenlatlon. I . e . , LI , He , B and n 
are represented by Basses 7, 4 , 10, 1, resneetlvely. This Introdnees a negl igible error In the ecapated 
re sv l t . 
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Figure 1. Be* (a,n)C*": AlfAas on thin target of beryllium (0.22 mg/cm"). 
(I. Haipern, MDDC-716) 

The reaction of alphas with beryllium is used as a neutron source. Alpha particles may be 
supplied by naturally radioactive substances sudi as radium, radon, and polonium. The charac
teristics of sources using diese materials may be understood by examining the radium series, 
Figure 2. 
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1 Ra ! 

a 
1590y 
4.67 Mev 

f 

Rn 

a 
3.81 
5.4 

f 

RoA 

a 
3.C 
5.9 

f 

1 B > B 
1 n v I D 

25 d 
4 Mev 

6m 
7 Mev 
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26.8m 

RADIUM SERIES 

SHOWING HALF-LIVES & ALPHA ENERGIES 

IDENTIFICATION OF 
ATOMIC & MASS NUMBERS 

Symbol Z 

RaC 

(0.04%) 
a 

(99.96%) 

19.7m 
RaC' 

19.7 m 

RaC" 
i9-

1.32m 

Ra 
. Rn 
RaA (Po) 
RaB (Pb) 
RaC (Bi) 
R a C (Po) 
RaC" (Tl) 
RaD (Pb) 
RaE (Bi) 
RaF (Po) 
Rag (Pb) 

88 
86 
84 
82 
83 
84 
81 
82 
83 
84 
82 

226 
222 
218 
214 
214 
214 
210 
210 
210 
210 
206 

1.5x10"*$ 
7.68 Mev 

RaD 
/9" 

22y 
RoE iS-

5.0d 
RoF 

140d 
5.11 Mev 

Figure 2 
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The radium-beryllium neutron source has an advantage in its half-life period being long enough 
to make attenuation normally negligible during any experiment or series of experiments. The usual 
weight ratios of Be:Ra are from 5:1 to 3:1> A freshly prepared Ra-Be source must be "aged" to 
allow the daughter products (Rn, RaA, etc.) to come to equilibrium. The alpha-emitters among 
these daughter products contribute to the neutron production so that aging for about one month 
increases the neutron intensity by a factor of about 6 over the initial ("fresh" Ra) value. 

As may be seen by inspecting the series, in radium aged for a month there will be alphas 
available from Ra, Rn, RaA, and Ra (C + C'); as a consequence the neutron spectrum will be 
complex* with neutron energies up to 7.68 + 5.5 - 13 Mev. In addition the effect of passage of 
the alphas through the beryllium, even in finely powdered state, and the possibility of the resultant 
C " nucleus being lefr in an excited state tends to make the Ra-Be source emit neutrons with a 
fairly continuous distribution of energies. A distinct limitation of the Ra-Be source is the accompany
ing gamma radiation. 

This latter limitation is not present in the polonium-beryllium source. Polonium (RaF) emits 
alphas almost exclusively; the few gammas present in pure Po arise from the relatively improbable 
emission of alphas with energies slightly below normal, t Polonium-beryllium sources have a half-
life of 140 days which limits their usefulness to some extent. 

Radon can be used with beryllium. The gas is placed in a beryllium capsule. The yield is 
substantially the same as for a Ra-Be source; however, the half-life is only 3.8 days. 

The strengths of these natural (a, n) sources will vary widi the details of their construction. 
In round numbers Ra-Be and Rn-Be sources will emit about 1 to 2 X lO' neutrons/second/curie; 
Po-Be sources will emit about 2.8 x lO' neutrons/second/curie. Using the technique despribed 
by H. L. Anderson and B. T. Feld in the Bevieus of Scientific Instruments, 18:186 (1947) a 
neutron yield is obtained for pressed Ra-Be sources as follows: 

Fast neutrons/second/gram Ra = 1.7 ^ 10' 
MBO 

MBO + MRS Br„ 

Absolute measurements with this type source have been reported by F. G. P. Seidl and 
S. P. Harris in the i?ei;{eius of Scientific Instruments, 18:897 (1947). Their "Source No. 
38" consisting of 504 mc Ra and 3000 mg Be yielded (5.5 ± 0.4) x 10" neutrons/second. 
G. R. Gamettsfelder and M. Goldhaber in the Physical Review, 69:368 (1946) report a Ra-Be 
source yield'of 6.8 >< 10* neutrons/second/mc Ra. 

Boron bombarded with alphas yields neutrons. The reactions are B " (a,n)N'* and 
B'*(a, n)N'* with the former reaction predominant. Yields are ~ 2 x 10* neutrons/sec/curie 
for boron-radium mixtures; BF ̂  can be used with yields of ~ lO" neutrons/sec/curie. 

Similarly, fluorine yields neutrons in the reaction F'" (a, n)Na 23 

• A. I. uichanow, Cotiptes Semite icoSemie Sciences, D.S.S.lf,, 201429 (less). w. T. Chang, Physical 
Review, rotasa (IOM) . 

t w . T. Chang in Physical Review MIM (ia«a) gives Vo alpha spectra. H. T. Richards, L. Speck, 
I . a . Firlaann In Physical Review 70tll» (ISda) dlseoss neutron spectra of Fo-B and PD'<'Ba sources. 
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1.2 PHOTONEUTRON SOURCES 

Reactions of the ('y,n) type can be used for neutron production. The gamma radiation is pro
duced naturally by radioactive or artificially radioactive sources. Targets are restricted to a few 
light elements, those elements in which a neutron is rather loosely bound. Beryllium (Be") and 
heavy hydrogen (H") are alone among the isotopes having low enough (y,a) thresholds (1.63 Mev 
and 2.185 Mev respectively)* to be useful with natural gamma emitters. 

The Ra->fcBe source f yields neutrons in two energy groups (0.12 Mev and 0.51 Mev) since two 
rudium gammas are above the threshold. A practical rule for calculating the total number of 
ncMtrons per second in a Ra^Be source is: 1 gm of Ra at 1 cm from 1 gm of Be gives 3 X 
10* neutrons/second. 

A fairly complete survey of photoneutron sources has been made at Argonne National Laboratory. 
Various artificial radioactive gamma emitters have been used with beryllium and heavy water. For 
some of these the emitted neutron energies have been measured. Table 1 lists these data. 

TABLE 1. PHOTONEUTRON SOURCES. 

N E U T R O N S / S E C O N D / C U R I E 

SOURCE H A L F . L I F E 'STANDARD SOURCE ' O T H E R SOURCE 

N A * * + D 2 0 

N A * * + BE 

M N " + D J J O 

M N ^ ' + B E 

G A ' » + D J J O 

G A ' * + 8 E 

I N " " + B E 

S B " * + BE 

L A ^ * " + D , 0 

L A ^ * " + BE 

Y + BE 

t 4 . 8 H 

1 4 . 8 H 

2 . 6 H 

2 . 6 H 

M H 

1 4 H 

54<4 

6 0 D 

4 OH 

4 0 H 

lOOo 

2 9 . 0 X 1 0 * 

1 4 . 0 

0 . 3 1 

2 . 9 

6 . 9 

5 . 9 

0 . 8 2 

1 9 . 0 

0 . 6 8 

0 . 2 3 

2 . 7 X 10 

2 . 4 

0 . 0 2 9 

0 . 5 0 

0 . 6 4 

1 . 0 4 

0 . 1 4 

3 . 2 

0 . 0 6 2 

0 . 0 4 1 

• •Standard> source Is one curie at a distance of one eentlneter from one gran of target naterlal . 
•Other' source Is described In Figure 1 of reference A. 

f References: A. B. Russell, D. Sachs, A. Wattenberg, R. Fields, Phys. ReV., 73: 545(1948), on 
neutron y i e lds . 

B. D. J. Hughes, C. Eggler, Pkys. ReV., 72: 902(1847), on neutron energies. 

C. A. Wattenberg, Phys. /fell., 71: 497(1947), on neutron energies. 

D. R. D. O'Neal, Phys. ReV., TO: 1(1946), on neutron energies. 

*H. L. Wledenbeek and C. J. Marhoefer, Physical Review 67> 54(1946). 

f G. R. Ganertsfelder and H. Ooldhaber In Physical Review 09: 308(1946) report a Ra-y-Be source with 
a y ie ld of 02d:7 neutrons/second/lle Ra. 
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Other short-lived photoneutron sources have been investigated (reference C of Table 1). These 
include F " " ( 1 2 S ) + Be, Al"" (2.4 J + Be and CI"" (37m) + Be, all of which have greater than 0.1 
useful gamma ray per disintegration. (This is to be compared to Na"* with one gamma ray of 2.8 Mev 
per disintegration.) A s " (26.8h) + Be and A s " (26.8h) + D^O provide relatively less efficient 
neutron sources with 0.1 and less than 0.01 useful gamma per disintegration, respectively. 

In addition to using gamma radiation from specific radioisotopes the radiation from fission 
products may be used. Photoneutron yields from U'*° fission products irradiating heavy water are 
described by S. Bernstein, W. M. Preston, G. Volfe, R. E. Slattery in the Physical Review 71: 573 
(1947) and also 72: 163 (1947). 

Gamma radiation produced in betatron or Van de Graaf accelerators may be used to generate 
photoneutrons. Yield curves f6r Van de Graaf gammas on beryllium have been determined by 
M. L. WiAlenbeck, Phys. Rev. 69: 235 (1946). 

1.3 NEUTRON SOURCES USING PARTICLE ACCELERATORS 

The deuteron-deuteron reaction, H"(H",n)He", can be used to produce neutrons. Deuterons, 
accelerated with any suitable source of electrostatic potential (e.g.. Van de Graaf, Cockcroft-Walton, 
etc.), bombard a heavy ice or heavy paraffin target. Protons are produced at the same time by the 
reaction H*(H',p)H*, with approximately as many protons produced as neutrons. The H"(H",n) 
reaction being exothermic widi Q~+3.2 Mev. accounts for fairly good yields at relatively low 
energies. Figure 3, since it is only necessary for the incident deuteron to penetrate the Coulomb 
barrier of the target deuteron, no extra energy for excitation being needed. Although the reaction has 
considerable advantage in yielding a reasonable number of monoenergetic neutrons for relatively 
low energies the practical impossibility of designing a suitable target limits the use of the reaction 
as a neutron source. (It must be remembered that practically all the deuterons are not successful 
in producing neutrons but, rather, generate heat in the target.) 

30 

^ 20 

o 
u 10 

r ' I ' — T " ^ — T " ^ — r 1 
• _ 

i—I L_i L^-i L 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

DEUTERON ENERGY (kev) 

Figure 3 
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Another reaction using protons on lithium gives monoenergetic neutrons down to rather low 
energies. The reaction is Li'(H*,n)Be' with a (J-value of —1.62 Mev. Similar to the example dis
cussed in Section 1.1 the threshold is greater than Q, being in this case 8/7 of 1.62 Mev or 1.85 
Mev. If the lithium target is bombarded with protons of threshold energy the neutrons come off with 
finite energy, about 30 kev, for then they move with the speed of the center of gravity. If the proton 
energy is increased then there will be sufficient energy to give the neutrons a velocity with respect 
to the center of gravity. The net velocity is calculated by vector addition of the velocity of 
the center of gravity and the neutron velocity relative to the center of gravity, so that for high enough 
energies, neutrons can have resultant velocities of zero or even backward velocities. For a given 
proton energy, the energy of the neutrons will vary with the angle between the incident proton beam 
and the resultant neutron direction, that is for each angle of emergence of neutrons there will be a 
corresponding neutron energy. This will be discussed in greater detail in a later chapter. 

Perhaps the most common neutron source is the "cyclotron source" in which deuterons bombard 
a beryllium target. In the reaction, Be"(H",n)B*", the target is stable and can be made to dissipate 
the heat generated in the "non-successful" collisions. For a thick target 1 Mev deuterons give 
about 10* neutrons/sec/microamp; 8 Mev deuterons give 10*" neutrons/sec/microamp. 

PROBLEMS 

1. In the calculation of Q for the reaction of equation (1-1) explain why you can use atomic 
masses for such calculations, when it is true that nuclear masses alone are involved in the reaction. 

2. Prove that one mass imit equals 931 Mev. Convert from mass units to grams; then, using 
E » mc", convert grams to ergs to Mev. 

3. Given a hollow sphere of beryllium, inside radius 1 cm, outside radius 3 cm. A one gram 
capsule of radium is placed at the center of the sphere. Neglecting the absorption of the gamma 
radiation what is the approximate strength of this (y,n) source? If one curie of Na"* were used in 
place of the radium, what would be the source strength? 

4. How many neutrons per second would one expect from a heavy hydrogen target bombarded by 
one milliampere of 500-kilovolt deuterons? 

a 
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CHAPTER n 

COLLISIONS OF NEUTRONS WITH NUCLEI 

2.1 GENERAL TYPES OF REACTIONS 
One of the most important types of collision processes is the "scattering" process. A 

scattering process is characterized by the identity of one of the ejected particles with the incident 
particle. If a neutron collides with a target nucleus (in a later chapter we shall define in detail 
^ a t constitutes a ''collision") and after the collision a neutron is observed leaving the scene, 
then it may be said that the neutron has been scattend by the target nucleus. If the kinetic energy 
of the neutron before die collision is equal to the sum of the kinetic energies of the recoil nucleus 
and scattered neutron after such a collision then the process is called "elastic scattering." If 
the kinetic energy is not conserved, i.e., some energy goes into nuc le i excitation, then the process 
i s "inelastic scattering." Using the customary notation (see equation 1-1), these definitions may 
be summarized as follows: 

Scattering process: A (n,n)A* 

Elastic scattering: A a A* (2-1) 

Inelastic scattering: A* a excited state of A 

(A~«targpt nucleus; A* • recoil nucleus) 

For simplicity scattering processes are generally referred to as (n,n) processes. 

In addition to the scattering process; collisions of neutrons with nuclei may result in the 
ejection of other particles or radiation, for example (n,7), (n,p), or (n, a) reactions. The distinction 
between excited ot stable resultant nucleus is not generally made. 

There are other types of reactions ocurring when neutrons collide with nuclei the most impor
tant of which are the (n,2n) and (n, fission) reactions. In the (n,2n) reaction a neutron incident on 
a nucleus results in the ejection of two neutrons, the recoil nucleus being isotopic with the target 
nucleus. This reaction is always endothermic. The (n, fission) or (n,f) reaction will be discussed 
at length in a later chapter. In the (n,f) reaction a neutron collides with a nucleus and as a result 
fission occurs. 

2.2 NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS AS A FUNCTION OF ENERGY 

The collision of neutrons with nuclei may be described in terms of the target presented by 
the nuclei to the incident neutrons. Target size is specified by "cross section" or so many square 
centimeters per atom. It has become the custom to express cross sections in "barns" with one 
barn defined as 10 ~^ cn^/atom. If a beam of neutrons of density n neutrons per cubic centimeter 
all moving with a velocity v centimeters per second is incident on a nuclear target of area cr(cross 
section), then the number of neutrons hitting the target per second will be nva. This can be 
visualized by considering the target area tr to move with a velocity v throu^ the neutron beam. In 
its motion the targpt will "sweep" out per second a volume vcr in which there will be nv<r neutrons, 
since there are n neutrons per unit volume. 

9 
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While diis representation is convenient it must be understood that the nucleus is not an area 
in the usual geometrical sense. Among odier things the area is dependent on the energy of the 
incident particles. For neutrons this dependence may be understood qualitatively by considering 
the variation of the de Broglie wavelength of neutrons with energy. The fundamental relationship 
between the wavelength X.of a particle and its momentum p is \ = h / p where h is Planck's constant. 
In terms of neutron energy this becomes: 

E - mvV2 = (mv)V(2m) = pV2m or p = •SmE 
(2-2) 

Thus \ = h/p = h/t/5mF for v<<c 

The condition that v must be less than c, the velocity of light, is necessary since the non-
relativistic expression for the kinetic energy has been used. (This limitation is negligible since 
the rest mass of the neutron is 931 Mev.) Expressing the neutron energy E in electron-volts and 
substitutfflgJi = 6.61 X 10"*' erg-sec, m = 1.675 '< 10"'* gm, 1 electron-volt = 1.601 x 10"*" erg 
in the e^^i6a (2-2) yields the following convenient relation: 

0.286 _. 
. X = — = - x 10""cm (E in electron-volts) (2-3) 

Now, the diMaoce between atoms in a solid is of the order of 3 or 4 Angstroms, that is -̂  3 ^ 10~" 
cm. Putting numerical values into equation (2-3) shows that neutrons of about 0.01 ev have a 
characteristic wavelength of approximately interatomic dimensions, or very many times larger than 
any nuclear dimensions. To have a wavelength equal to the nuclear diameter of a medium weight 
nucleus, say 10"*' cm, the neutron energy would have to be about 10 Mev. 

Now, a nucleus of diameter 10"*'cm, the diameter being defined as twice the range of nuclear 
forces, will have a "geometrical" cross section of about 10"'* cm' or 1 barn. If the neutron were 
a point particle then it would be reasonable to anticipate that all cross sections should be of the 
order of barns. However, as shown in equation (2-3) if the neutron behaves in a manner consistent 
with the fundamental basis of wave mechanics then a neutron only can be considered a "point" particle 
with respect to the nucleus when its wavelength is at least less than nuclear dimensions. This 
latter will be true only for fast neutrons, that is, with energies at least greater than 1 Mev. For 
slower neutrons the wavelength increases so that for thermal neutrons of 1/40 ev energy X is 
about 2 ^ 10** cm. In this case it is the nucleus which is the "point" particle relative to the 
neutron so that the neutron size might be expected to determine the cross section. Thus a should 
be of the order of \ ' for slow neutrons. For thermal neutrons one might expect cross sections as 
large as 10"*' cm' or 10' times the fast neutron cross sections. Actually more rigorous theoretical 
analysis shows that >? is an outside figure and that C7<>?. 

The foregoing discussion is intended to present one argiment showing that it is not possible 
to assign a unique geometrical cross section to a nucleus valid for all energies of incident neutrons, 
since in the range of energies generally considered in practical cases, say from 10-3 to lO' 
electron-volts, the neutron's "size" varies from 10"' to 10"*' cm. Factors other than neutron size 
will be found to affect the cross section; these will be discussed in a later chapter. 

In keeping with the idea that the cross section is not a strictly geometrical quantity the re
lation stated in the first paragraph of this section should be solved for cr. 

Processes per nucleus per unit time 
CT= (2-4) 

nv 

n = neutrons per unit volume in incident beam 

V « neutron velocity 

a-9s-M 
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The quantity nv is usually called the "neutron flux" since it is the number of neutrons incident 
per unit area per unit time on the target. Values of a will obey the approximate inequality 

10"'* cm' <:, a <X' (2-5) 

where the de Broglie wavelength X of the neutron is defined in equations (2-2) and (2-3)-

2.3 MEASUREMENT OF TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS 

The "total" cross section of a given material for incident neutrons is determined by measuring 
the neutron transmission of a known sample of the material. A source emits neutrons so that a beam 
of intensity I^ (neutrons/sec/cm*) is incident on the sample, see Figure 4. As a result of scattering 
and absorption processes in passing through the material the neutron intensity is reduced to I. 
The detector response with the sample "in" the beam and "out" of the beam are measured so that 
I and I , respectively, can be determined. 

The geometrical arrangement must be such that any scattered neutron will not be detected. 
This means that the solid angle of the absorber at the source and at the detector must be very small. 
The broken line in Figure 4 shows how a scattered neutron might be detected if the neutron beam 
were not properly collimated. By defining the beam (i.e., making incident and transmitted beams 
parallel) with suitable apertures the geometrical conditions mentioned can be met. In addition to 
these geometrical conditions it is also necessary that any multiple scattering process in iHiich a 
scattered neutron could be rescattered back into the beam has a negligible probability. This cannot 
always be satisfied for "thick" samples in which scattering predominates over absorption. (In 
the discussion of neutron diffusion and slowing-down, in a later chapter, it will be obvious that the 
exponential law to be derived herewith will not be valid.) 

NEUTRON 

SOURCE 

COLLIMATOR (SCHEMATIC) 

NEUTRON 

DETECTOR 

Figure 4. General arrangement for neutron transmission experiment (total cross section 
measurement). 
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-̂ . K 
I-AI 

TOTAL NEUTRON 
CROSS-SECTION 

"o* 
-NO'S a 

SAMPLE 
(N ATOMS/CC) 

Figure 5- Exponential absorption law. 

It is apparent that in the absorber (Figure 5) a layer of thickness Ax has a parallel beam of 
I neutrons/aec/cm* incident on it. If N is the number of absorber atoms per cubic centimeter then 
N Ax nuclei per square centimeter are presented as "targets" for the incident neutron beam. From 
e«iuation (2*4) it is apparent that the number of processes iriilch will occur per unit area per unit 
time is a^ nv times die number of nuclei per unit area N Ax. Since nv is just the incident neutron 
flux I this means that 

Number of neutron collisions per unit area per unit time in layer Ax * a-^m hx (2-6) 

where ĉ ^ * ^4 ^ i " cross section for all collision processes 

Now, any collision removes the neutron horn the parallel beam so the above is just —Al, the 
decrease in beam intensity. Equating and solving yields the familiar exponential law: 

-AI • a^I N Ax 

or 

-Al/I - Ho-px 

I -I^e-N^(P (integrating) 

log.(I,/I) 

(2-7) 

o 
N a 

where I is the incid ; beam intensity (at x • 0) and a is the diickness of the sample. Hie last 
equation expresses the total cross section in terms of experimentally measurable quantities. The 
total cross section cr may be defined as 

cr » cr + cr + cr 
t e l a s t l e ine las t le absorption 

(2-8) 

where cr ^ includes all processes in which a neutron disappears, i.e., (n.T), (n, a), (n,p,), etc. 

a-93-.i^ 
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2.4 THE GENERAL FEATURES OF COLLISIONS • 

In any collision process the "initial state" consists of a particle incident on a target nucleus 
and the "final state" consists of an ejected particle and the recoil nucleus. For a given energy 
of the initial state there are a number of possible energies of the ejected particle as well as a 
number of possible energies of the recoil nucleus, provided these energies are consistent with 
energy conservation. 

If the magnitude of the momentum of the ejected particle and its direction of motion are fixed, 
then momentum conservation fixes the momentum of the recoil and thereby the recoil's kinetic 
energy. The conservation of energy law then fixes the state of excitation of the recoil nucleus. 
Thus specifying the momentum (magnitude and direction) of the ejected particle specifies the final 
state completely. 

Suppose the ejected particle has an energy E. Then what is the probability that a transition 
between initial and final states will occur? Assuming such transitions obey the general laws of 
quantum mechanics, it can be shown that the probability that a transition will occur in which the 
energy of the ejected particle i s between E and E + dE can be written as a product Mp viiere 
M > |H I'/K'and p(E) is the density of possible final states in the neighboriiood of E. H is a 
matrix element which will be discussed qualitatively herewith and in a later chapter; 4 is Planck's 
constant divided by 2ir. 

The density function can be derived from statistical mechanics considerations. In a number 
of instances the variation of this factor will be found to be more effective than die variation of M. 
Using a familiar technique in quantum mechanics, the ejected particle i s imagined to be in large 
box of volume Q. This volume will be infinite in any practical case. The number of states of the 
ejected particle which will have an energy E in dils box is proportional to the volume in phase 
space corresponding to this energy. With Cartesian coordinates where h is the linear dimension of 
a cell in phase space (a cell can contain one state), dien die number of states for which x is be
tween X and X + dx, y between y and y + dy, etc. and p^ is between p^ and p^ + dp^, p^ between 
p and p + dp , etc. is just dx dy dz dp dp dp /h*. Integrating over configuration space 
(x,y,z,) reduces this to Q dp dp dp A * or (U/h* times the momentum volume element. It is 
apparent then that the number of states for which die toia 1 momentum p • /p^" + p " + p^" is 
between p and p + dp is just O / h ' times die volume element between p and p + dp. This volume 
element, a spherical shell in momentum space, i s 47ip'dp. Thus 

Number of states with momentum between p and p + dp (2-9) 

« dN » (n/h») 47rp"dp 

The density of states per unit energy range, /C(E), can now be calculated from (2-9) by changing 
from momentum to energy variables. For particles (c^ p, n, etc.) E • mv"/2 « p •/2m so that dE = 
p dp/m > V dp. For photons £ s hv > hc/X or since X • h/p this means E > pc or dE a c dp. 
(In both cases dE/dp is the particle or photon velocity.) Substituting these into (2-9): 

Number of states per unit energy interval with energy 
between E and E + dE 

dN 47rn p* (2-10) 

^^>"d^"h—-r-
where p' /v = m'v for particles 

= h ' v ' / c ' for photons 

*In all of the discussion It is assuaed that the ejected particle Is In Its •croand state,• i.e., 
not excited. 

CL-93-
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The occurence of H in p(E) shows that as the volume, in which the ejected particle is confined, 
is allowed tc become infinitely large die density of states becomes infinite or the particle can be 
ejected with any energiy (i.e., a continuum of possible energy states). The transition probability 
does not become infinite, however, for the matrix elements contain Q in such a way that M is pro
portional to n~*. Thus the probability of a transition to a state where the ejected particle or photon 
has a momentum p (subscript for ejected or outgoing particle after the collision) is proportional 
to M ' P^V^ • Then for a single incident particle with velocity v colliding with a single nucleus 
it follows from equation (2-4) that the probability of a collision (per unit time) is v ^ where cr is 
the cross section for incident particles of velocity v to result in outgoing particles of velocity 
V,. Equating the probabilities and incorporating the various constants into M we obtain an equation 
for the cross section: 

P " 1 
cr-M' . ^ 4 - (2-11) 

• 1 
Equation (2*11) is too general for one to understand fully its significance. Let us apply the 

result to several specific situations: 

Elastic Scattering 

In an elastic scattering collision initial and final velocities are equal, i.e., v > v^. 
Substituting this into (2-11) reduces the cross section to 

c r - M ' m' 
This means the cross section is proportional to M'. For slow neutrons, where the energy 
range is small, the elastic scattering cross section will not depend appreciably on the 
neutron energy. It should be pointed out that for elastic scattering from nuclei of small 
mass number initial and final velocities are equal only in the center of gravity system and 
that it is in this system diat the foregoing derivation is true. 

Absorption Processes 

Suppose the recoil is heavy so that the ejected (small mass) particle has almost all the 
kinetic energy in die final state. The situation is shown in Figure 6. A neutron of mass 
m, velocity v^hits the target nucleus, i s absorbed and a new light (small mass) particle 
i s ejected widi mass m' and velocity v . Conservation of energy requires that the kinetic 
energy of the ejected particle must be equal to die kinetic energy of the incident neutron 
plus vrfiatever energy Q is available from the nuclear reaction: 

m ' v , ' / 2 - myj'/2 + Q 

or p ," - ( m ' ) » [(m/m')Vj» + ( 2 / m ' ) Q ] 

Noting that p , / v , . m'p , and substituting in (2-11) gives the following expression for 
the cross section: 

c r - M ' ( m ' ) ' J L [ ( m / m ' ) v ' + (2/m'yq]^* 
' i * 

When Q is positive (exothermic reaction) and v is small the cross section is proportional 
to l /v — the so-called 1/v law. A negative Q and a very small v^does not make physical 
sense, giving an imaginary cross section and showing that the formula does not cover the 
case, cr should be zero for fuch a situation. 
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EMITTED PARTICLE 

^ 

NEUTRON 

O > 
m 

TARGET 
NUCLEUS 

RECOIL MOTION 
NEGLECTED (ffl.m « M) 

Figure 6. Absorption process. 

Inelastic Scattering 

Consider a neutron of mass m incident on a nucleus of mass M. If the target nucleus i s 
not considered to be very heavy compared to the neutron then all variables should be 
referred to the center of gravity system. In this case the neutron mass must be replaced 
by its "reduced mass" M * ait4/(m + M). (For M/m >> 1 this reduces to m so that 
center of gravity and laboratory systems are approximately the same.) Suppoae the 
first excitation level of the target nucleus i s at an energy W above the ground state. 
Then if the neutron has a kinetic energy fj.y*/2< W (center of gravity system) no inelastic 
scattering can take place. But if /zv^'/2>W and the nucleus is excited to this level, 
the kinetic energy of the outgoing neutron after the collision will be 

( ; i v / / 2 ) - (Atv^V2)-W 

so that the cross section becomes 

. M' ^^y* L M>«(v/vp . M'/x ' / l - 22-̂  

Writing W as /xv V 2 with T the threshold velocity for excitation of the nucleus to the 
energy W makes it easier to see how the cross section might be expected to behave near 
the threshold. 

cr = M'/i* / l - ( • . / • P * 

= M' M*v^(^ + % ) / ^ / ( • » - ' o ) / ^ i 

Fot(v^— v^)/ v^<< 1 (near the threshold) the cross section is approximately M'/i* 
/ ( 2 / v j ( v — V ) showing that near the threshold the cross section increases from zero 
as the square root of the excess velocity, provided M' can be considered constant. Since 

<t-f3 
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the cross section is proportional to v the velocity of the neutron after inelastic scattering 
it follows that this velocity should likewise increase in proportion to the square root of 
the excess velocity near the threshold. This is illustrated in figure 7. 

t 
i 

v./vi = yi-(vo/v,)* 

PARABOLIC 
THRESHOLD 

V. s V I 0 

Figure 7. Inelastic scattering of neutrons (v « incident neutron velocity, v 
scattered neutron velocity). 
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Radiative Capture (n, y) 

The ejected particle is a photon so that instead of p*/v the quantity h*v*/c* must be 
considered, see equation (2-10). If the neutron hits a nucleus and is captured there is 
generally an excess of energy — that energy associated with the binding of the neutron 
to the nucleus. Neutron capture is almost always exothermic, one notable exception 
being helium. The energy available for photon emission will be /xv^'/2 + W where W 
is the binding energy of the neutron. If the first photon corresponds to a drop to a 
level L (not necessarily ground) then it will have an energy hv • /xv^'/2 + W .̂ Now 
as v^ approaches zero die quantity hv approaches a fixed number W. so that h'v' /c* 
becomes cimstant. The other factor in the cross section is l / v which increases 
rapidly. As a consequence (n, y) processes should have cross sections vdiich increase 
as l/v for slow neutrons (v '̂ ' 0), provided M' itself is constant. 

(n, a) Processes 

These reactions, in which the capture of a neutron results in die emission of an alpha 
particle, can be endothermic or exothermic (Q positive or negative). As In tlie previous 
example of an absorpticm process die energy equation in the center of gravity system is 

M.V/2 -AtiV/2 +Q 

with fi^ the reduced mass of the ejected a l | ^ particle and /i. die reduced mass of the 
incident neutron. If Q is positive then v . * »• « least (2Q//i,) so that die cross section 
which from equation (2-11) is M'/i^^v^v^ is going to obey the 1/v^law, at least for 
small v .̂ Thus slow neutrons in an (n,a^ process for v^ich Q > 0 should be absorbed 
according to a l /v law. However, for Q< 0 the situation is different. Denoting the thres
hold energy by Q > —f^^o*/^ ^^ oergy equation can be reduced to (fi^fi^^* • 
(v* - v^*) with.v^ the threshold velocity. As discussed in the inlastic scattering 
process the velocity of the emitted alphas shonid increase in proportion to the square 
root of the excess velocity at the threshold, Fignre 7. Actually, see Fignre 8, the 
rise in cr i s not parabolic. This is due to the variation of M' in this case. Being a 
charged particle the alpha has to escape throogh an electrostatic potential barrier 
("Gamow" barrier). This effectively decreases the cross section as shown in the figure. 

2.5 EXAMPLES FROM EXPERIMENT 

The absorption of neutrons by boron in the reaction B** (n, a) L i ' illustrates the 
type process discussed at the e i^ of the preceding section. Q i s positive, about 3 
Mev (although since L i ' is normally left in an excited state only about 2.5 Mev are available for 
kinetic energy). For slow neutrons this reaction should go as l /v . Experiment confirms this. In 
unseparated boron (B**^ and B**) the cross section has been measured over a wide range of 
energies with the results shown in Fignre 9' For room temperature neutrons the total cross section 
is 737 bams; since this temperature* (15 "C) corresponds to a neutron velocity of 2200 m/sec the 
cross section is thus 737 x 2200/v = 1.62 ^ lQ*/y in barns (v in meters per second). For pure 
B** the room temperature cross section is 3525 bams. This high cross section and the ionizing 
ability of both products (He* and Li^) as well as the fact that functional dependence of cr on 
neutron energy E is relatively simple (cr • ll6/vE tot or in barns E in ev) make boron extremely 
useful in neutron detectors, particularly in the form of the gas BF ̂  If boron trif luoride is prepared 
with boron enriched in the isotope B** the detector sensitivity foe slow neutrons can be increased, 
as is apparent from the cross section vnloes, by as mnch as a factor of five. 

*nssre II shows the ralatloB hetvaea aeatre* Teloetttas, eaergles, sad teavsratares. 
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t 
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M'MJ 
= v,/v, = / M , / / A . yi-Cvo/vjf 

'I 
^ l " ^ o 

Figure 8. (n,a) process with Q negative. Observed cr not same shape as ^^/v^ at 
threshold showing M' variation. 
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Figure 9. Boron. Total neutron cross section vs. neutron energy. 
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It is well to keep in mind diat the l /v law holds for relative velocities. That is, when the 
neutron velocities become small (comparable to thermal velocities) the thermal agitation of the 
target nuclei must be considered in the application of the l /v law. Suppose neutrons are incident 
upon some material in which a is proportional to 1/v^, where die subscripts have been added 
to indicate that it is the relative velocity of neutron to target nucleus which counts. Suppose 
further diat a fraction N , of all die target atoms are moving with an absolute velocity u relative 
to some fixed laboratory'frame of reference. Since a is proportional to 1 / v ^ and the number of 
"meetings" per second is proportional to N^ - v ^ t h e n the capture probability is A • N„ with A 
a«constant. Summing over all possible target atom velocities S A • N , • A • N shows that the 
total capture probability is a constant. 

Thus, the number of captures per unit time is a constant and independent of the 
relative velocities between neutron and target atoms whenever the cross section is 
proportional to l/v. This independence jaf relative velocities can also be seen by inspection 
of equation (2-4). 

One of die early fundamental experiments {physical Review 49:777 (1936)) was based on 
this principle. In the experiment the transmission of a rotating boron covered disk, on which a 
beam of neutrons was directed (axis of neutron beam inclined with respect to axis of disk rotation), 
was measured. The l /v law was verified by observing no change in transmission with variation 
of rotational speed. The transmission by substances not obeying the l /v law, e.g., cadmium, was 
found to vary as the rotation was changed. 

The lighter isotope of lithium reacts with neutrons according to the scheme Li (n,a)H' with 
a Q of +4.5 Mev. As anticipated in the previous section, neutron absorption is according to the 
l /v law, at least up to about 0.1 ev. This is shown in Figure 10. It may be said in general that 
the l /v law holds to higher energies for light nuclei, where die energy levels are spaced far apart, 
dian for heavy nuclei where the energy levels are close packed and the factor M' varies sharply. 
This will be discussed in some detail in Chapter IV. 

100 

E{ev) 

Figure 10. Lithium. Total neutron cross section vs. neutron energy. 
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Absorption of neutrons by nitrogen, N**(n,p)C**, occurs with the relatively low Q value of 
0.6 Mev. This is similar to the case discussed at the end of section 2.5> The l /v law does not 
hold, being overshadowed by the effect of the Gamow factor. In fact, the cross section is reduced 
to only a few barns for room temperature neutrons. 

Neutron cross sections have been summarized in an article by H. H. Goldsmith, H. W. Ibser, 
and B. T. Feld in the Reviews of Modern Physics 19:259 (1947). They represent part of the in
creasing body of data of "neutron spectroscopy." 

^ ^ - ^ V 
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PROBLEMS 

1. A copper plate 1 cm thick reduces the intensity of a coUimated beam of thermal neutrons 
by a factor 0.36. What is o-̂  (for thermal neutrons) in bams for copper? What thickness of copper 
'would reduce the intensity by a factor of 0.)? 

2. From the literature find an example of each of die processes: (Otn),j^,^^,t (OtO)]^^,}, ̂ ^^t 
(n ,7 ) , (n, a), (n ,p) . Record the cross section obaenred in each example. 

3. What is die reduction in intensity of a beam of one electron-volt neutrons passing dirough 
a 30 mg/cm* layer of boron? 

4. The "average" distance a neutron goes befwe being absorbed in a substance whose 
absorption cross section is o- ^ is just l/Ncr^ (N * target atoms/cc). On this basis what is the 
average life of a "room temperature" neutron in lithium? (Assume that o- • <7°̂ .̂) What is the 
average life in BF at standard conditions? 

(X-fJ 'H ^ 
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CHAPTERm 

STABLE ISOTOPE CHART AND REACTIONS INVOLVING NEUTRONS 

3.1 THE SEGRE ISOTOPE CHART 

Before considering in further detail die nature of neutron reactions it will be valuable to 
review die essential features of stable isotopes and vdiat these features imply about nuclear 
reactions involving neutrons. 

A convenient wtqr to summarize data on the various nuclear species i s by means of the 
Segre Isotope Chart. In this chart the number of neutrons (N) is plotted on the vertical axis, 
die number of protons (Z) on the horizontal axis. Identity and properties of stable and unstable 
isotopes are labeled in each square corresponding to the observed (Z,N) values. Since the 
resulting chart would have the general shape shown in Figure 12 and thereby be inconveniently 
large (most of the diart would be blank ^ace) , die diart is usually Iwoken into sections and 
the sections arranged in a some^at interlocking pattern. Isotopes (constant 2 ) appear in the 
same vertical column, isobars (constant T£! + VI) on the same diagonal, and isotones (constant N) 
in the same horizontal tow. 

The stable isotopes lie in a narrow region on the (Z ^ N) graph as shown in Figure 12. 
For light elements this region is centered around the N " Z line; for heavier elements the 
region deviates toward higher nunbers of neutrons so that for uranium the most stable isotope 
has N - Z » 146 - 92 = 54. 

150 r 
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Figure 12. Region of Stable Isotopes 
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Typical neutron reactions on Al' Al"(n,r)Al" 
Al"(n,p)Mg" 
Al"(n,o9Na" 
Al*(n,2n)Al" 

KEY TO SEGRE CHART (AECD 2111) 

Element mass number 
Per cent abundance 
Mass 
Slow neutron capture 
Magnetic moment, spin 

STABLE RADIOACTIVE 

Class, type radiation 
HaU-life 
Mass 
Emitted radiations, 

energy in Mev 

Classification: 

A Isotope certain (A and Z certain) 
B Isotope probable, element certain 
C One of few isotopes, element certain 
D Element certain 
E Element probable 
F Insufficient eyidence 

Type Radiation: 

^ Negative beta particle 
P Positire beta particle 
y Gamma ray 
e~ Internal cooTCrsion electron 
K Electron capture 
IT Isometric transition 
c Slow neutron capture cross section in bams 

Figure 13. Segre chart near Al^'. 
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To illustrate the convenience of this representation and to show what data concerning 
neutron reactions can be obtained fiom the chart the part of the diagrain near aluminum is 
reproduced in Figure 13. In the figure the single isotope of aluminum, Al , is outlined with 
heavy lines and the products of (n,», (n,p), (n,a) and(n,2n)reactions on Al'^ indicated with 
auxiliary symbols. It turns out that all these reactions lead to unstable end products. Except 
for the product of the (n,2n) reaction these are all beta emitters.This is understandable, for 
example, in the case of the (n,p) reaction \<^ere when stability is finally achieved the net effect 
is the transformation of a neutron into a proton and an electron: 

A l " + n - * M g " + tl» 

The net effect can be written as n-#p * P^. Conversely, there exist (p,n) reactions for which 
the net result i s p—^ n -*- o. As the neutron mass is greater than that of proton plus electron 
the transformation of a neutron is exothermic. The converse reaction is endothermic. 

The (n,2n) reaction, not generally as common as the other three, amounts to the extraction 
of a neutron thereby producing a positron emitter and ultimately stable Mg ' . This latter 
illustrates the principle that unstable nuclei above the curve of maximum stability are generally 
beta emitters, those below positron emitters (or K-electron "capturers"). Any one of these 
processes - beta or positron emission or K-capture - produces an isobar of the unstable nucleus 
so that the processes are along isobaric lines of slope " "1 on the Segre Chart as indicated in 
Figure 12. 

If aluminum i s bombarded by neutrons of assorted energies, all the products may appear and 
some sort of chemical separation would be used to separate the activities. If the energy of the 
bombarding neutrons is controlable, it might be possible to favor the formation of one product 
over the others by using neutrons of appropriate energy. In any case isolation of any one of the 
beta-emitting products and examination of the energy spectrum of the emitted beta particles 
would reveal that the spectrum is condnuous with the general shape shown in Figure 14. This 
is a somev^at unexpected result inasmuch as gamma emission (and alpha emission of the 
naturally radioactive nuclei) yields discrete spectra. The accepted e:i^lanation of this anomaly 
is that the emission of a beta particle is always accompanied by the emission of a "neutrino." 
Thus the decay of Mg can be written as: 

Mg*'_^ Al*' + ;er + V (V « neutrino) 

The energy balance is E c • E ,̂ = E , with E^ the energy of y6- decay and equal to the maximum 
of the observed beta energy. For Mg this i s 1.8 Mev. Since the energy E^ can be divided 
between the beta and the neutrino, it follows that there should be a continuous energy spectrum 
for the beta particles. 

Before such a scheme is acceptable it is necessary to show that the maximum beta energy 
(E ), and not, say, the average beta energy, is the energy lost per nucleus on beta decay. This 
can be readily shown in many instances. For example, consider the decay of Mg and the pro* 
duction of Mg : 

M g " _ k A l " + / S ' + v + E 

A l " + n - » M g » ' + H * + Q 
(3-2) 

Adding: n-^/8" + i / + H * ) « E p + Q 

Now the energy equivalence of the mass difference between neutron and hydrogen atom (proton 
plus electron) assuming neutrino mass to be negligible is 0.73 Mev so that E ''' Q should be 

Cl-93-^9 
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Figure 14. Typical Beta Spectrum-

0.75 Mev. Since E is 1.8 Mev it follows that Q must be ~1.03 for consistency. This is 
observed experimentally, for the reaction Al (n,p) Mg' is found to be endothermic with 
a threshold corresponding to Q " -1.05 Mev. If the observed Q were, say, -1.2 Mev this 
would imply that the energy given out upon beta-decay exceeds the maximum of the beta 
spectrum. In this case to satisfy energy conservation the neutrino mass would have to be 
assumed non-negligible. 

Positron emission is similar in all respects. As with beta emitters the total energy of 
the reaction must be taken equal to the maximum energy of the emitted particle. Observed 
spectra and reaction energies are quantitively consistent provided a neutral particle of 
negligible mass (i.e., mass small compared to electronic mass) i s assumed to accompany 
the emission of a positron. 

3.2 ISOTOPIC WEIGHTS AND THE BINDING ENERGY OF NEUTRONS 

In an (uiT) reaction a neutron is captured by a nucleus and the excess energy emitted 
as gamma radiation. The energy balance of the reaction leads to a quantitive measure of 
the binding energy of the neutron to the target nucleus. A rough idea of the magnitude of 
this energy may be obtained by assuming that the addition of a neutron to a nucleus of mass 
number A increases its mass number to A -̂  1 and its mass by one unit. Since the neutron 
mass is , in round numbers, 1.009 mass units this would indicate a binding energy of about 
.009 mass units or 8 Mev. Actually the true atomic weight differs appreciably from the mass 
number A in many cases. It has, in fact, been found convenient to define the fractional 
deviation as the "packing fraction": 

f(A) - (M-A)/A 

M = atomic weight (a funaion of A) 
A = mass number 

(^3) 

/X'92-3o 
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Figure 15. Packing Fraction. 

The packing fraction can be determined from mass spectrometric data, solid curve of Figure 15. 
It can be seen that the packing fracdon is slowly varying over all the stable nuclei except the 
very light ones. 

It is possible to use the observed packing fraction curve to determine any regular variation 
of the binding energy with atomic number. Solving equation (3-3) for M(A) and writing the corre
sponding equation for M(A * 1), the atomic wei^t when A is increased by one yields: 

M(A)=A [ l •f(A)] 
M (A + 1) «(A • 1) [ l • f(A + 1)] (3-4) 

AM = M(A + 1) -M(A) = 1 + (A + 1) f (A + 1) -AHA) 

The AM is the increase in atomic mass if one neutron (or proton) is added. Subtracting this from 
the average mass of neutron and proton, 1.0085, gives the binding energy of the added particle: 

1.0085 - AM - .0085 - [(A + 1) f (A + 1) - Af(A)] 

» .0085 - — [Af(A)] 
dA 

Writing the difference as a derivative makes it possible to estimate the binding energy by 
observing the slope of the function Af(A). The broken line in Figure 15 shows how Af(A) varies 
with A. Where Af(A) has a zero slope the binding energy of a neutron ^r proton) i s .0085 mass 
units or 8 Mev; ^ e r e the slope is negative the binding energy i s greater than 8 Mev, where 
positive it i s less than 8 Mev. The minimum occurs near A * 100. 

^-f-3-i / 
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What this means in so far as neutron reactions are concerned is that (n, >) reactions will 
involve energies of the order of 8 Mev. The only stable isotopes which will not bind a neutron 
are He and the neutron itself. Of course, any unstable isotope with excess neutrons will not 
bind a neutron. In fact, referring to Figure 12, the region above the beta emitters might be 
described as "these nuclei will not bind neutrons" and that region below positron emitters as 
"these nuclei will not bind protons." Examples of nuclei in the upper region, that is , neutron 
emitters, are found among the nuclei formed as the result of fission. 

It should be pointed out that this 8 Mev rule for (n,7) reactions is just a rough average and 
that, particularly for light elements, the value may differ from this average. For example, the 
opposite process or (y,n) reaction occurs in the case of deuterium (see Chapter I) at a threshold 
of 2.2 Mev and in the case of beryllium at 1.7 Mev, showing that the neutron binding energies 
can differ considerably from 8 Mev. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Find five examples of each of (n,*)), (n,p), ia,d) and (n,2n) processes. Record the half-
lives of any radioactive product nuclei. 

2. Calculate the binding energy of a neutron to each of the following nuclei: H \ H ,̂ Li', 
L i ' , B e » , B " , B " , C » C " . 

3. Calculate Jie packing fraction and average binding energy of a neutron (or proton) in 
the neighbodiood of iron. 

4. Write the equation for the transformation of a proton into a neutron (plus other particles). 
What is the Q value? 

^ " z * '^uyy _ 
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CHAPTER IV 

MODELS OF NUCLEI AND OF NUCLEAR REACTIONS 

4.1 THE COMPOUND NUCLEUS 

In section 2.4 it was shown that for (n,*)) processes the cross section for low energies is: 

cr = M ' ( h " v V c ' ) J _ (4-1) 

where v > frequency of emitted gamma, V£ ' velocity of incident neutron.. Of the more than one 
hundred (n,*)) reactions known the 1/v law holds for most only very close to v. = 0. This is 
due to the sharp variations of M' associated with resonance phenomena. 

An explanation of the nature of these resonances can be made in terms of the so-called 
"compound nucleus" model of reactions first proposed by Niels Bohr in Nature: 137:344(1936). 
In this model a nuclear reaction is a three-step scheme: 

( Initial \ f / IncidentX ^ /̂CompoundX /Final \ / Outgoing \ (4.2) 

Nucleus/ \Part ic le / \Nucleus J " ^ ^Nucleus/ ^Particle J 
This means that when a neutron hits a nucleus it does not knock out the first pardcle it hits. 
Instead it distributes its energy among the various members of the nucleus and for some time 
exists in combinadoo with the original nucleus in a system called die compound nucleus.* 
Whether a pardcle is emitted by the compound nucleus depends upon the probability of concen
trating the necessaty escape energy on one pardcle in the course of the many-bod^ interactions 
widiin the compound nucleus. An (n,» process may be represented as: 

A + N -(A • n)* - (A • n) + hv (4-3) 

The compound nucleus (A + n)* is in this instance the excited state of the final nucleus, the 
asterisk being used to denote excitation. 

The compound nucleus is relatively stable, that is to say the compound nucleus exists 
for a time long compared to the time it would take a nuclear particle to cross the nucleus. 
This latter time is of the order of 10'^* cm divided by the neutron velocity (see Figure 11, 
page 21), or for slow neutrons about lO'^VlO' " 10'^* second. The time of existence can 
be inferred from the uncertainty principle which states that the product of the energy 
uncertainty in a system ( A E ) and the time uncertainty (At), in this case the time during 
which the system can be said to exist, is of the order of Planck's constant: 

A E • At ~ h (4-4) 

It is possible to determine the magnitude of the energy uncertainty to be discussed later, so 
that At can be inferred. Sometimes At is of the order of 10'^* second or 10' times the crossing 
time. In terms of the physical picture this means that the incident particle hits the nucleus, 
distributes its energy among the nuclear particles, and very many "transit times" later the 
necessary energy is concenttated in a constituent particle so that it can escape. 

* The distribution or enercf aaong a l l aaeloar yartlaloa arlsss trim the faet that th« Baelsar 
partleles lotaraei altk rorees coaparabla to the force •sorted upon any nneloar partial* by tha Incident 
neutron. This la dlffaront frca the ease In atoale eo l l l s l oas «h*n, aay, an •laatroa h i t* an atoa. In thla 
l a t t er ease the Intaraetlon between the eo l l ld lag eleetroa and the eleetrMi being atmek la large eeapared 
to Ute Interaetlon between the atmek eleetraa and the other eleetroaa of the atoa. Itat another way, 
eol l la lons between neutroas and nuelel Bust be eeasldered '•aay-body* probleaa whereas eleetron-stoa 
eolllalona ean generally be redneed to a two-body (or one body in a fteld) problen. For an exeellent 
dlseuaalon of theae d l f fereneea and a general Intrednetlea to nuelear proeessea see • . A. Bethe In ItoTlews 
of Modem Fhysles »:71 to 74 (1097). 
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4.2 NEUTRON RESCWANCES, LEVEL SPAQNG 

The quantity M in equation (4-1) depends upon certain matrix elements H as described in 
section 2.4. These matrix elements in turn depend upon the possible states of the intermediate 
or compound nucleus in such a way that wiien the sum of the incident particle's kinetic energy 
and binding energy is equal (or nearly equal) to the energy of some excited state of the 
compound nucleus then the factor M' becomes large resulting in a peak in the absorption cross 
secdon for this particular kinedc energy of the incident particle. When the particle's kinetic 
energy is such that the total energy available to the compound nucleus is different from any 
energy corresponding to an excited state of the compound nucleus then the factor M' is 
relatively constant for variation in incident particle energy. 

Putting4wse observndons symbolically the general nuclear process can be written: 

A • P -*C-*B +R 

A " initial (target) nucleus (4-5) 
P " incident particle 
C * compound nucleus 
B = residual (recoil) nucleus 
R = emitted particle 

with the energy relations: 

(Conservadon of Energy) W. +W + E _ = W _ + W - + E . 
A p P B R R 

(4-6) 
(Definition of E , , ) W^ • W^ +Ep, = W,.̂  

W ̂  * internal energy of initial nucleus 
Wp ^ internal (binding) energy of incident particle 
E - "= kinetic energy of incident particle 
W^ * internal energy of residual nucleus 
W^ * intemal (binding) energy of emitted particle 
E|^ = kinetic energy of emitted particle 

-jt.rj. Ep^ = kinetic energy of incident pardcle when that 
kinetic energy is just equal to that necessary 
to bring the compound nucleus to an excited 
state characterized by internal energy W^̂  

W. *= internal energy of compound nucleus C at resonance r. 

Perhaps the best way to appreciate the significance of equations (4-5) and (4-6) is to consider 
the (n,')) process. A is the target nucleus, P the neutron, B the residual nucleus (isotopic to A but 
with one unit increase in mass number), and R the emitted gamma photon. Assume A is in the 
ground state with corresponding internal energy W .̂ The energy level system of the initial state, 
see Figure 16, will be a continuum since the incident neutron kinetic energy (E^) can vary con
tinuously. When the energy of the neutron approaches certain critical values E p,, E p ,̂ . . . the 
total energy of the inidal state corresponds to the energy levels of the compound nucleus W^,, W^̂ , 
. . ., respectively, and the probability of neutron absorption increases as shown in the lower graph 
of Figure 16. Now since the compound nucleus when excited to any one of these levels can get rid 
of its excess energy by more than one process, e.g., (n,*^, (n,c$, (n,p), it follows that all the 
resonance peaks observed in die cross secdon do not necessarily correspond to an (n,*)) process. 
For medium weight nuclei one can be certain from energy considerations and the effect of the Coulomb 
potential barrier that at least the first few levels do correspond to true neutron capture. Of course, 
neutrons with large kinetic energies may bring the compound nucleus to excited states where several 
processes compete in achieving uldmate stability. 

Cb-U-3]/-
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If the first resonance peak occurs on the average for, say, nuclei of medium weight at E "^E, 
then it would be anticipated that the energy level spacing of medium weight nuclei (in the region 
of excitadon corresponding to the binding energy of the incident particle) i s of the order of 
magnitude of E. For medium wei^t nuclei such "first capture resonances" occur at "̂ 10 electron 
volts, so diat the energy level spacing at compound nucleus energies (Ŵ ^ '*̂  Wp "̂  8 Mev) is of 
the order of 10 electron volts. Experiments widi such nuclei that are near their ground states (e.g., 
excitadon by gammas) indicate that the spacing between energy levels i s of order of 10° or 10* 
election volts at low energies. 

4.3 TWO NUCLEAR MODELS 

The fact that the level spacing decreases very rapidly with excitation energy for medium (or 
large) weight nuclei needs explanadon. Qualitatively this fact can be appreciated by considering 
two models of die compound nucleus: (1) a mechanical system with many degrees of freedom (2) 
a neutron-pcoton gas. 

In the first model the nucleus i s represented by a mechanical system with A members ( A * 
mass number), each member having three degrees of freedom. Since the total number of degrees of 
freedmn is 3A the system will sustain vibrations with 3A characteristic frequencies. With a 
vibration frequency v there is associated an energy hv. If the system is vibrating with frequencies 
V and V at once it has an energy hv^ * hv^. In general it will have an energy: 

v^ere the a's are integers. Itv "V " v^, etc., it is easy to see that at high energies there will 
be more levels per unit energy. This i s strictly an inexact qualitative argument but the basic 
idea, that a system of many degrees of freedom will pack its energy levels at high energy, is 
correct. 

This type of consideration can be refined by depicting the nucleus as a liquid drop (Bohr 
and Kalckar proposal: Kgl. Dansk Acad. Vol. 14, No. 10, (1937)). The liquid drop is held together 
by the attraction of each part of the drop to the nearest neighboring part of the drop, that is by 
short range forces (short compared to droplet dimensions). Drop volume is proportional to drop 
mass. Similarly nuclear forces are short range forces with each proton attracted to the very few 
neighboring neutrons or protons and the nuclear volume is propordonal to the total number of 
neutrons and protons in the nucleus. Considering a spherical drop there are a number of possible 
modes of vibration. Higher modes will be characterized by a relatively "wrinkled" surface, that 
is many nodal lines; the energies corresponding to these higher modes will be relatively closer 
together than those for lower and fundamental modes. This liquid drop model will be discussed 
later in the chapter on fission. 

The second nuclear model is a Fermi gas of neutrons and protons in a potential well. The 
temperature of the gas is T. When T = 0 the nucleus is in the ground state with some particles 
moving rather fast nonetheless because of the Pauli exclusion principle. If energy is fed into 
the gas some particles move faster and T increases. It can be shown that for a degenerate gas 
of the type here considered the energy is proportional to the T ' rather than T. In fact. 

Energy = U - (TT'MXA/QT* 

A " number of particles 

r"kT 

I, "energy of ground state 

^-f3-Si 
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Figure 17. Fermi gas model: potendal well 

In the potendal well chosen for the nuclear model. Figure 17, C is "̂  20 Mev. Writing U as a r ' 
the entropy S (= ^U/^T) is just 2aTor TT/AU/C. The entropy is customarily written as log 
P + constant where P is the probability of the state in question or stadstically the number of 
states per unit energy interval. Thus 

S " log P * constant 

or P ^constant • e" = P^̂ e TT/AUTC 

with P the value of P at U * 0. Applying this to a medium nucleus with 8 Mev excitation 
(A ~ 100, C ~ 20 Mev) shows that the density of states is Pj^e** or P ,̂* 10". That is the 
density of states (number of states per unit energy) at 8 Mev is 10 times what it is at the 
ground state. This i s some^a t too high. 

In conclusion it should be pointed out that the foregoing only indicates trends and 
should not be taken for more dian it is worth. The essendal idea is that the nucleus is a 
system widi many degrees of freedom. Almost any approach shows logarithmic variation in 
level density. Achieving numerical consistency is an almost impossible task bebause of the 
lack of fundamental knowledge of nuclear forces and the lack of mathematical apparatus for 
handling <(riiat is essentially a many-body problem. 

The reader is referred to Bethe's "Nuclear Physics, Part B " (Rev. Mod. Phys. 9(1937)) 
section 53, pages 79 to 90, for a summary of the various approaches to the problem of nuclear 
energy level distributions. 

(S.-93-37 
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PR0BLEN6 

1. Find all the information you can in the literature about indium and gold resonances for 
neutrons. 

2. From the literature find the first resonances for nuclei with mass numbers A " 100 to 
A • 150. Make an estimate of the level spacing in this range. 

3. Make a table of level density for Be at 4, 6, 8, 10 Mev excitation uiing the neutron-
proton gas model. Do the same for Fe, Ag, Au. 

a-9S'3r 
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CHAPTER V 

THE SCATTERING OF NEUTRONS 

5.1 TIHEWraHT-WIGNER FORMULA 

For certain special cases, the matrix elements occurring in the general formula for the cross 
section, diat is , the factor M discussed briefly in section 2.4« can be reduced to relatively simple 
formulas. In particular, if the resonance levels of a compound nucleus are far apart and we are 
interested in the cross section in the neighborhood of one of the resonance levels, the expression 
for the cross section of an (a,b) process can be shown to take the form: 

F F 
cr(a,b) = 7r^» * * 

( E . - E / + (FV4) (5.1) 

-J^ - \ / 2 - * / •2/iE^; n - mM/(m +M) 

E^ is the kinetic energy of the incident particle, >̂  its deBroglie wavelength, m the mass of the 
incident particle, M the mass of the target nucleus, E is the resonance level energy ( £ p , in 
Secdon 4.2) of the compound nucleus, and F the width of the resonance peak at half its maximum 
value. Actually equation (5*1), known as the Breit-Wigner formula, should be multiplied by factors 
depending on the spins of the initial particles and the compound nucleus. For simplicity, consider 
these factors to be incorporated in the F . and T"^. F and F^ are the pardal widths of the resonance 
peak and are associated with die probability of emitting "a" and "b" particles, respectively. 
Their exact form is rather complicated, but since the probability of emission of a particle "b" of 
momentum p^ [seeequation (2'11)] i s proportional to p ,* /v , then so is F^. The relative probability 
that the outgoing pardcle will be an "a" particle i s F^A^, relative probability that it will be a "b" 
particle, V^V, etc., so that the sum of all F^is F: 

^^. ' r (5.2) 

i s a, b,... 

If r̂  is the average time of emission of a pardcle i after the formation of the compound nucleus, then 

r^T^'^-ir- (5-3) 

This is a restatement of die uncertainty relation discussed in section 4.1 and expressed in 
equadon (4*4). The probability that no particle i has been emitted from the nucleus up to a time 
t is /^ . . , f c . . . e»P( - t / r i ) " exp(t^l/7) ^e'^"^ 
where t i s die average life of the compound nucleus: 

T - [ ^ l / T j - » <5-4) 

If one describes the emission in terms of the disintegradon constant X s 1 / r the exponential 
reladon is seen to be the familiar exp (—At). The average life r is seen to satisfy the Heisenberg 

"reladon in the same manner as die T^ that is, V— IT. 

The Breit-Wigner formula of equadon (5-1) can he applied to any nuclear collision involving 
die fotmadon of a compound nucleus , provided that the resonance levels are not so close togedier 
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that they appreciably distort this one-level formula. It can be applied, for example, to (n,7) processes. 
For resonance capture in indium, it is observed* that E^ = 1.44 ev, o-(a,y) at resonance — 26,000 
bams, F B 0.09 ev. In addition, the experimental measurements show that only neutrons and gammas 
are observed to be emitted (thus F • F + F ), and more gammas are emitted than neutrons 
C^y^^a^^ Witb these experimental data, it is desired to find the number of neutrons emitted 
for each gamma emitted. The solution follows from equation (5*1): 

cr(n,y ) at resonance • 4"^ "^' F^ F / F* 

\ ^V/ /2mE J.; m = Neutron mass 

Substituting the experimental values of a and E gives the value 

Since F„ < F^, dien V^ - V ' 0.09 ev. Also VJ^^/V'' = V^/V = 0.015, from which F„ - 0.015 F • 

0.015 X 0.09 " 0.0013 ev. Thus the ratio of widths is r^/V • 0.015, or for each thousand gammas 
emitted, approximately 15 neutrons will be emitted. 

The same reasoning for gold and silver' shows that: 

Au: E^ • 4.8 ev, o-,„-60,000 barns, F— 0.1 ev (experimental) 

F^-O.Olev, F ^ - 0 , l e v , F„/F = 0.11 (cakulated) 

Ag: E, « 5.1 ev , cr = 7200 barns, F • 0.19 ev (experimental) 

F„ = 0.0027 ev, F = 0.19 ev, F^ / F « 0.014 (calculated) 

The capture reactions for indium, gold, and silver are very useful in methods of slow neutron 
detection.+t 

5.2 SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON NEUTRON SCATTERING 

For the elastic scattering of low^nergy neutrons, formula (5*1)< by virtue of the relations a • 
b • n and E„ ^ 0, reduces to 

n 

cT(n,n) - 7 r \ » F „ » / E , " <5'5> 

[E„:^o, F « E ; 

The inequality is assumed and limits the applicability to neutrons whose energy is less than the 
first resonance energy and to cases where the width of the first resonance energy level is much 
less than the energy itself. Now since >̂  is proportional to l//zv^ and F^ is proportional to ? , " / • , 

or /x,*v where p and v are momentum and velocity of the neutron, and since v^ • v^ (elastic 
collision), then it follows that \ ' ' F^ is proportional to /x' and should be fairly constant for 
scattering of neutrons with energies less than the first resonance energy. 

•Physleal Review 71:1|1S (1947) . 
tphys. Review 7ai: tOft |^lB4e)i 71i ISO (1947); 71:757 (1947). 
j+1foT a aunaary of acjtlvatlon eroaa aeetlons for thenul neutrona, aee L. Seren, B. N. Frledlander, 

8. H. Turkel In Itiya'. Revj. 78:888 (1947). 
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The curve for scattering in hydrogen (paraffin) shown in Figure 18 exhibits a fairly constant 
cross section of 21 bams at low neutron energies. However, at very low neutron velocities, there 
is a sudden increase of cr . This is explicable in terms of the variation of fi'. For neutrons 
scattered from hydrogen, fj. is half the neutron mass except where the relative neutron-proton 
velocity is too small to provide sufficient energy to free the hydrogen (bound to the paraffin) or 
excite the molecule. In this latter instance, which obtains for very slow neutrons, the hydrogen 
bound in the large molecule has an effective mass that is very large. Thus 

/x = M for E > binding energy of H to paraffin 

/x = 1 for E << binding energy of H to paraffin 

So that the F will stand in the ratio of the squares of /z., or 1:4. This will increase the scattering 
cross section for very slow neutrons. In Figure 18, it is seen that experiment confirms that this 
increase is by a factor of 4 so that the neutron scattering cross section (measured in chilled 
paraffin*) is about 80 bams. This result may be stated as follows. I he scattering cross section 
for slow neutrons incident on hound protons is fow times that for free protons. 

5-3 SCATTERING BY A POTENTIAL 

In cases where resonance effects are negligible, the problem of elastic scattering of neutrons 
can be treated by considering the target nucleus to be replaced by a potential well. The analysis, 
then carried through by the usual methods of Schroedinger theory, turns out to yield results valid 
for thermal neutrons scattered by many elements. It is possible to determine accurate information 
on cr even though the shape of the potential is not known with any certainty. 
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Figure 18. Hydrogen Cross Section [Rev. Modem Phys. 19:260 (1947)]. 

•Also neasured using graphite f i l t e r , See Phys. Rev. 70:815 (194S)• 
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Figure 19. Potential Well Representation of Neutron-Nucleus Interaction. 

Figure 19 shows the general shape of the potendal well. The wave function i/fof the incident 
particle satisfies the Schroedinger equation: 

V^/j + (2m/*»)[E - U(r)] x/j ~0 (5-6) 

Where E is the incident particle energy and U the nuclear potendal. Considering only s scattering 
(zero angular momentum), the Schroedinger equation reduces to the radial equation: 

I d d./» 2m 

or 

with 

dr dr * • 

u" + (2m/«")(E - U)u . 

u -n/zandu" «= d"u/dr* 

[E - U(r)] 0 «0 
(5-7) 

n//" + The latter simplified form is derived from the relations u" = (tijJ)" = (ri//' + i/J' 
2i/'' B (l/tXt</'')' where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to r. 

Now in the scattering problem at hand, equation (5*7) must be solved for the particular form 
of U(r) chosen to represent the nucleus with the boundary conditions i/K) at r B os and </; finite 
elsewhere. Inspection of (5-7) shows that whenever E - U>0, the curvature of u is negative 
(u curves toward r axis), that is , u"/u " - (2m/i") (E - U)<0. For E - U<0,the curvature 
u"/u>0, and for E — U = 0 , it follows that u"/u = 0. Referring to Figure 19, it is apparent 
that there are three cases to consider: (a) E>0, in which case E - U>0 for all r, (b) E = 0, 
for which E - U>0 within the nucleus and E - U • 0 outside (c) E<0, in which case E — U>0 
inside the nucleus and E — U<0 outside. The solutions for the three classes of values of 
(E — U) can be readily determined to be: 

^-f3 
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E - U>0 u - A sin [^n(E-U)/ft" r] + B co8[,^m(E-U)/*" r] 

E - U-0 u - A'r + B ' (5-8) 

E - U<0 u - A"exp[-v6n(U-E)/i4* r] + B^expE-h^n^U-E)/^ r] 

Boundary conditions determine the values of A, B, A ' , B ' , etc. These conditions are that u/r 
( i ^ is finite everywhere and vanishes at infinity. In addition, the first derivative must be continuous. 

With these conditions and the solutions of (5*8) in mind,Figure 20 can be constracted. In all 
instances, u must be zero at r • 0, since u/r • i/»must remain finite. The variadon of u with r is 
fairly straightforward for the cases E>0 and E • 0. The situation when E<0 needs explanation. Near 
the origin, the usual oscilladon is observed with increasing period as the function E — U decreases. 
At r > r̂  (see Figure 20X die oscillation stops, and at greater values of r, the exponendal solution, 
last equadon, (5*8), must reduce to a single negative exponential, since the positive exponential 
would not satisfy the condition that u/r is finite at r = a>. That this reducdon to a single negadve 
exponential is not possible for all values of E is shown in Figure 20 (E<0) where for E •> E , the 
coefficient of the positive exponential is negative and for E « E , the coefficient is posidve. 
Between E and E , there must be some value of E for vrtiich the coefficient vanishes. There may 
be a number of values of E for vdiich u/r is finite at r ^ « . These are the allowed values of E for 
E<0 corresponding to the discrete spectrum or die bound states of the system. 

The case E>0 corresponds to the case of an incident particle (positive kinedc energy). As 
shown in Figure 20, the wave function outside the nuclear radius is a sine function A sin ( /2mE/* ' 
r+S) where S is a phase shifr dependent on the wave function within the nucleus to which the sine 
must be joined (at r a R). The sine function does not, v^en extrapolated, seem to come from the 
origin (dotted line figure) but appears to have its origin at a distance "a" from r « 0. This distance 
is related to S by the equation a/X-* S/2ir with \= l-n^/ /2mE (the de Broglie wavelength of the 
incident particle). 

Now it can be proved* that the scattering cross secdon is directly dependent on this phase 
shifr S in such a way that v^en S is small (or an integral multiple of Tt), the scattering cross section 
is small, and when S is T / 2 (or an integral multiple at 7]/2), die cross section is a maximum. The 
relation between S and cr is: 

cr ' (47fcVm"v*) sin* S (s scanering only) (5*9) 

The limitation to s scattering means that the incident pardcle has zero angular momentum. On a 
classical basis, a particle with velocity v at large distances from the nucleus moving in such a 
direction that it would pass the nucleus (if unaffected by nuclear forces^at a distance b. Figure 21, 
has an angular momentum mvb. According to quantum mechanical principles, this must be quantized, 
or mvb > Ih (1 > 0, 1, 2...). Thus b « tk/tm, or b > 1^(X.- de Broglie wavelength x 27t). The region 
between 1 ^ 0 and 1 « 1 or b > 0 to be e K i s the region of s scattering. Between b = Xand 2X.is 
the p scattering region. Now if the nuclear size is less than X.,that is, R<\'*h/mv, then it i s 
obvious that no p scattering is possible. Particles passing at "p distances" from the nucleus will 
not be aware of the nucleus due to the short range character of nuclear forces. Recalling the dis* 
cussion in section 2.2, it is apparent then that there is s scattering only if the neutrons are 
slou. 

For very low velocities, the formula (5*9) can be simplified. This is due to the fact that the 
wave funcdon inside the nucleus will change very little with changes in E when E is small. For 
this reason, "a" does not vary. However, X.increases as E* , with the net result that a/\becomes 

•Raaettl, F. •Elenenta of Hnelear Miyales,• ISSS- Prentlee-Hall, p . 204fl$ Mott, M.F. and 
H.S.W.Iiaaaey, •Theory of Atoale co l l i s ions , • Oxford, tan. 
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f 1 rU-rxj/' A SIN( y2m(E->-Uc) i t i^) r E ~ > ^ 

A,SIN(y2mE7t?r+8) 

f f 
— - ' ' 4 — U { r ) 

u = r^* ASIN(y2mUo/Vr) [E « 0 

Uo 
•U(r) 

IFTol r-u«rf=ASIN(/2m(E-m„)/K' r) 

\ ^ ^ 

7^'e-/2in(u*-E)/l»*r + ^e^'^^^mCu-EWr 

Figure 20. Scattering from a "potential well.* 
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NEUTRON 
( M A S S m, VELOCITY v) 

DEBROGLIE WAVELENGTH 
X s h / m v 

t 
b 
i ̂

NUCLEUS OF 
RADIUS R 

ANGULAR MOMENTUM = mvb = rfi 
b=rt/mv = lX 

S SCATTERING IF X < b < R 

Figure 21. Quantitizing the angular momentum, 

very small. Since S =<• 2ir(a/X), we can replace s in' 8 by S* and obtain 

^•.eat " (4wfiVm»v»X4w»a»/X.") - 47ia» (E-0) 

The simplification follows from the reladon \ s h/mv. 

In the case of bound states, the scattering formula (5-9) can be shown to reduce to 

Jzzfa! 

(5-10) 

^.eat = m [ e + ( E / 2 ) ] 
(5*11) 

e = binding energy of neutron •^iben bound to the nucleus 

E = kinedc energy of incident neutron 

It is not always necessary for e to be posidve or "real." There are cases ^ere "virtual" states of a 
nucleus may exist, these virtual states being characterized by negative e. In such cases, the neutron wave 
funcdon will be periodic inside and outside the nucleus but will have a larger amplitude inside than outside 
for that particular energy associated with die virtual state. When 6 is negadve, the absolute value is used 
in equadon (5*11). An example of this occurs in the scattering of neutrons by protons. (The protons 
are considered "free" i.e., not bound chemically, in the following.) The cross section for scattering 
of slow neutrons by protons is dependent on what states are possible for the deuteron (combination 
of neutron and proton). There are two types of states, "singlet" and "triplet" states, associated 
with zero and unit total spin quantum numben 

S s 0 (one singlet states; andparallel spins) 

S s i (diree triplet states; parallel spins) 

(Number of states a 2S + 1) 

ft has been observed experimentally that the stable ground state of the deuteron is the S = 1 state, 
so diAt the triplet deuteron state has a positive e. The S > 0 state is probably virtual, although 

6L'92~^r 
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Figure 22. Fast neutron detector and recoil proton collimator. 
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Figure 23. Carbon and oxygen cross sections. [Rev. Mod. Phys. 19:266 (1947).] 
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it is so small that it might be of either sign. Thus the scattering cross section for neutrons on free 
protons is: 

a n i l ^ l l 1 + 1 1 ] 
' " * M 4 Cj, + (E/2) 4 j e.l + (E/2) 

where e s energy of parallel spins state of the deuteron e a energy of antiparallel spins state 
(virtual) and the 3/4 and 1/4 factors properly weight triplet and singlet states, respectively. 

Direct experimental evidence for the existence of singlet and triplet states of the deuteron 
can be obtained from measurements of slow neutron scattering on hydrogen molecules. The hydrogen 
molecule can have two forms,"ordio" and "para." In otthohydrogea, the two protonn have parallel 
spins, while in parahydrogen, they are andparallel. Now a slow neutron (de Broglie wavelength 
larger than interatomic distance) iacident on parahydrogen will be scattered by one proton with spin 
parallel to the incident neutron spin and by the other with antiparallel spin. The resultant neutron 
wave will be made up of real state scattering plus virtual state scattering (if the antiparallel 
spin, singlet state, of the deuteron is virtual). Since on theoretical grounds scattering for real 
states is 180" out of phase with that for virtual states, it follows that parahydrogen scattering 
should result in out-of-phase scattering from die two antiparallel spin hydrogen atoms, i.e., a 
small scattering cross section. Similarly, scattering of slow neutrons on otthohydrogen should 
result in scattering "in phase" from the two atoms, resulting in a larger scattering cross secdon. 
This has been observed experimentally and confirms the hypothesis of a virtual singlet state of 
the deuteron. 

The scattering of neutrons in hydrogen is die basis of an important method for fast neutron 
detection. If a thin layer of paraffin is exposed to the neutron flux, then each neutron that is scattered 
gives rise to a recoil proton. The recoil proton has an eneigy of the same order of mt^nitude as the 
neutron energy. The proton, being charged, can be detected by an ionization chamber, as shown at 
the left in Figure 22. To measure neutron energies a collimadng device (right in Figure 22) can 
be used so that only protons scattered in the direcdon of the incident neutron flux are allowed to 
enter the ionization chamber. The pluse in the chamber can be calibrated in terms of proton energy, 
and in this way the original neutron energies can be determined. Of course, die paraffin must be 
sufficiently thin to make muldple scattering of the incident neutrons negligible, (This limitadon will 
be understood better after Chapter VI.) 

In general, neutron scattering cross sections show complicated variadons with energy. These 
irregularides are related to resonance phenomena not covered in the simple theory of these sections. 
Cross secdon versus neutron energy for two important scatterers, carbon and oxygen, are shown in 
Figure 23. It is not always possible to measure scattering cross sections directly. Generally, total. 
cross secdons are measured. For fast neutrons scattering predominates, so that the total cross 
secdon is effectively equivalent to the scattering cross secdon. For lower energies (below 1 Mev) 
this is not generally true, although for graphite and oxygen scattering predominates. 

5.4 THE SCATTERING OF NEUTRONS 

Referring to Figure 11, page 21, it is apparent that neutrons with energies less than 1 ev have 
de Broglie wavelengths of the order of Angstroms (10~* cm) or greater. Since interatomic distances 
are likewise of the order of Angstroms, it might be expected that slow neutrons scattered by atoms 
will exhibit interference effects. This i s actually the case. The anomalous scattering of slow 
neutrons by ortho- and parahydrogen, as we have seen, can be explained as an interference effect. 

It is possible to smdy these effects by experiments analogous to those used in the study of 
x-ray diffraction and interference. Suppose a collimated flux of slow neutrons, Figure 24, is incident 
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Figure 24. Scattering of neutrons by single crystal. 

on a crystal. If the angle of incidence e (angle between incident beam and crystal surface) is 
varied and for each value of 0 the scattered intensity is measured with the detector, it is found 
that neutrons obey a Bragg-like formula: 

n X. - 2a sin fl (5-12) 

where n > order of interference 
a * interplanar spacing 
\ • de Broglie wavelength of neutron (h/mv) 

For first order interference, equation (5*12) may be solved for the neutron velocity v: 

V X h/(2ma sin (?) (5*13) 

This shows diat if a beam of neutrons with a continuous range of velocities impinges on a crystal, 
those neutrons of the proper v for the angle d will be reflected in a sharp beam at an angle equal 
to the angle of incidence. Neutrons with other velocities will simply be scattered in the material 
in a normal way. 

One can easily check the fact that the reflected beam really contains those neutrons ^ o s e 
velocity i s given by the Bragg formula by taking readings with and without a boron absorber in front 
of the detector for various angles. The boron cross section as a function of v is well known 
(Figure 9, page 18), so that from the observed cr versus 6 curve, one can compute v versus 6. 
This latter would be found to be the Bragg relation, aside from complications due to higher order 
reflections, etc. 

It is apparent that the combination of a crystal and neutron detector can be used* to analyze 
a beam of neutrons for its velocity distribution (in a manner analogous to the analysis of an x-ray 
beam for wavelengdi distribudon). For example, the slowed-down neutrons emerging from a tank 

•Heutron eryatal spoetroaetry haa been nade possible ns lns the h l |^ neutron flnx froa ehaln reacting 
pl lea , aee Ihya. Rev. 70:587 (ladS)} 71:788, 787 (1947). 
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Figure 25. Scattering of neutrons by microcrystals. 

of water, in \diich a neutron source has been placed, can be analyzed and found to have a Maxwellian 
distribution. 

Microcrystalline substances scatter neutrons much better than regular crystalline substances. 
This can be understood by tracing die course of a neutron through a microcrystalline medium. 
Figure 25* If die Bragg condition is not fulfilled vdien the neutron arrives at the first microcrystal, 
then the neutron will pass on through. Otherwise, it will be reflected. When the neutron arrives at 
the next microcrystal, it must once again pass the test of not fulfilling the Bragg condition if it is 
not to be scattered. Were there but one costal die neutron would have but one test to pass. How
ever, with many randomly oriented microcrystals, the neutron has a large chance of being scattered. 
For a single large crystal, only those neutrons whose velocity satisfies the Bragg condition will 
be scattered. For the microcrystalline structure, sooner or later all velocity neutrons of the original 
beam will be removed as the beam passes from one crystal to the next.* 

There is one very important difference between x-ray and neutron scattering. If the crystal is 
composed of two isotopes, the x-ray scattering is not particularly different from that which would 
be observed for a single isotope species, since x-ray scattering depends on the extranuc lear 
properties of an atom. Since the extranuclear propeides of two isotopes are very nearly the same, 
x-ray scattering is insensidve to isotope differences. On the odier hand, in neutron scattering, 
the nuc leus itself enters into the scattering process. Nuclei are such that in addidon to de
termining the magnitude of the scattering cross sections, the phases of the scattered neutrons are 
determined. 

Consider a neutron being scattered by two isotopes. If the first species has a scattering cross 
secdon a then the amplitude of the scattered neutron wave is proportional to /a- . Similarly, the 
the secoiM species scatters with amplitude proportional to •OL. Suppose we write these amplitudes 
in a sum and difference form: 

e ih l s effect was observed In early experlnoits on a l l l ca : Et>ya< 
See also reeent data In Ftiya. Rev. 70:818 (194«)S 78:741 (1948). 

Rev. 84:771 (1988)1 88:1101 (1939). 
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/o-. 

y/<T^ 

(5-14) 

Thefirst term is common to both, that is, the scattered amplitude is the same for this term (the 
so-called "coherent" part). The second term, "incoherent" part, is opposite in sign for the two 
amplitudes. The coherent part gives rise to interference, whereas the incoherent part gives rise to 
scattering as if from an unordered assembly of atoms. 

How deep will a beam of neutrons penetrate inside a crystal if the Bragg condition is sadsfied? 
Consider a beam of v neutrons/cm'/sec incident on a simple cubic crystal. Figure 26. If there 
wi!ice. but one atom in the crystal, then the number of neutrons scattered would be vcr neutrons/sec. 
This would be isotropic, so that at a distance r from the crystal, the intensity would reduce to 
vcr/iAtn *). 

(ALTHOUGH REFLECTION IS 
SHOWN AS IF FROM ONLY 
ONE PLANE, ACTUALLY TOP 
Mo LAYERS CONTRIBUTE"] 

V* NEUTRONS/^mVsEC 

9 

B SATISFIES BRAGG RELATION 
n X « 2 a SIN B 

NEUTRONS/wr^/SEC 
4 ^ t y 2 AT DISTANCE r FROM 

I/O-N \A /x CRYSTAL SCATTERED 
FROM Mo LAYERS 

r<^^ 
CUBIC LATTICE 

INTERPLANAR SPACING*a 

Figure 26. Bragg reflection of neutrons. 
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The amplitude of the neutron wave would be / v o / 4 TT /r. Let us estimate the amplitude of 
the scattered wave in the reinforced directon. This will be the amplitude for the single atom times 
the number of atoms participating in the scattering, that is 

N X N X Mx/v0-/47r /r 

The intensity in this direction will thus be N*M*VO/(477T") neutrons/cm Vaec. 

Now the angular spread* of the beam after scattering is just X./ beam diameter or X./(Na sin $)• 
Thus the area of the scattered beam in the reinforced direction is r' times the angular width 
squared or r' A? /(Nasin^)'. Multiplying this by the intensity gives the number of neutrons 
scattered in the reinforced direction: 

[N*M»ur/(47rr«)i| [r"\«/(Na sin e )*1 

• vcrN"M*( Va)"/(4irs in" B) neutrons/sec 
It is to be noted that in the above derivation, the attenuation of the neutron intensity in passing 
through the M layers has been neglected. If we further simplify by considering all reflections are 
first order (n>lB2a sin d / \ ) , then the total number of neutrons per second in the reinforced direction 
is 

Neutrons/sec scattered - va-N"M"/7r (5-15) 

Now if the crystal were a perfect reflector, then all incident neutrons would be removed from the 
beam, that is, just i/(neutrons/cm'/aec) times (Nasin^', the beam area. This number can be 
considered the upper limit for the scattered beam. Thus 

IO-N"M» /TJ < V N"a" sin* ^ 

or oM»<a»(7r/4XX/a)* (5-16) 

the latter since sin 6 X/2a for first order effects. If we assume X— a, the inequality may be 
written as an order of magnitude relation M < a / /cr. 

What is the significance of this inequality? It means that the layers beyond M •> a/v̂ cr 
do not contribute to the scattered beam. Put another way, the beam does not penetrate beyond M^ 
layers. Numerically, if a is 3X10"* cm and cr about 4X10"'* cm'/atom, then M is of the order of 
3Xio-"/2xiO"** - 10*. Thus about 10* planes play a vital part in Bragg reflection. The depdi of 
penetration will be M a or '̂ ' 3 x IQ"* cm > 5 microns. 

Throu^out the foregoing discussion, it has been assumed that the only attenuation of neutrons 
is due to Bragg'Iike reflection. Consider a heterogeneous beam of neutrons incident on a large 
perfect crystal. Those neutrons that satisfy the Bragg condition will be scattered out of the 
beam in penetrating the first few microns. However, those that do not satisfy the Bragg condition 
generally will not be transmitted without some loss in intensity. The reasons for this are: 

1. The presence of isotopes makes a random irregularity resulting in incoherent scattering 
for all velocities. 

2* Hie random variation of the spin direction of nuclei also results in incoherent scattering. 

3* Even if the crystal were regular, the thermal motions of the atoms would contribute to non-
Bragg scattering. 

4. The crystal atoms will generally have a finite absorption cross section even though 

•The foranila should he wi l t lp l i ed tay a constant depending on shape of beaa area. See any standard 
physical optics text> 
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It i s possible to use interference phenomena to obtain very slow neutrons. Rewriting the 
Bragg formula, equation (5-12), as X. * 2a (sin £/n) or \ < 2a, it is apparent that neutrons with 
\ > 2a cannot be Bragg-reflected. All scattering of neutrons with wavelength greater than twice 
the interplanar spacing would be due to die four listed causes. If graphite is used, the fact that 
there is only one isotope ('̂ 99%) and the spin is zero (even mass numbers usually have zero spins) 
minimizes scattering from spin and isotopic irregularities. For gra{diite, 2a « 6.69 ^ 10"* cm, 
so that die limiting X. i s 6.69 Angstroms, corresponding to a neutron energy of (0.2848)*/ X.* 
(see Figure 11, page 21), or 0.0018 ev. Suppose (Figure 27) a Mazwellian distribution of neutrons, 
peaking at 0.025 ev for graphite at room temperature, i s incident on a polyctystalline piece of 
graphite. Then, as a consequence of interference, the graphite will (in an appreciable distance) 
weed out all neucroas with energies above 0.0018 ev. Only those very slow neutrons with X.> 2 a 
will not be scattered out of the beam fay Bragg reflections. Moreover, because of relative isotopic 
uniformity, zero spin, and small absorption, these "cold" neutrons will be able to get through the 
graphite widi midimam attenoatioa. Tims it is possible to secure a very "cold" beam using thermal 
neutrons and a po^rcrystalline graphite "filter."* 

Z O > 
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Figure 27. Xiazwell distribution and "cold" neuuons. 

«spe "ProductloB or U>" Diergr Heutrons *» Fi l ter ing tkrongh Graptaltr* by H. L. Anderson, E. Perml, 
L. Marshall, p n y » l » l teTlow 70:815 (1S4A) • • l ' * » 23 em graphltp n i t e r , neutrons eorrespondlns to 18K 
(or 7.15 Angstron«) were obtained. 
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Neutrons exhibit total reflection characteristics in a manner analogous to z radiation. If a 
beam of z rays is incident on a polished surface at a glancing angle, the beam is totally reflected. 
Most substances have indices of refraction for z rays very slightly less than unity. The index of 
refraction is closely related to the scattering properties of the substances since the interference 
of scattered x rays and incident x rays is responsible for the resulting wave transmitted in the 
substances. The change of phase in the transmitted wave can be described most conyeniently in 
terms of wave velocity change or a refractive index. The same phenomena occur for neutrons 
incident at glancing angles on a polished surface. The index of refraction for neutrons is also 
very close to unity. This means that a converging lens for neutrons would have to bulge very much 
along the axis to be effective if it were made of substances where the refractive index is slightly 
greater than unity. For substances in which the refractive index is less than unity, a converging 
lens would look like the diverging lens of optics, that is , very thin close to the axis and thick at 
distances far from the axis. While these lenses are possible in principle, the fact that the refractive 
index is always very close to unity makes neutron lenses impractical. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Given R • 0.282 ^ 10~^' cm (the classical electron radius) and a depth of a rectangular 
potential well of 10.8 Mev (the singlet state of the deuteron) and of 19.7 Mev (triplet state), answer 
the following questions concerning die scattering of neutrons by protons. 

1. Alt diere any bound states in each of these cases? 

2. What is the value of "a"? 

3. What is the average cross section for low velocity neutrons in hydrogen? 

2. For N a d [using the (001) planes only] make a table of the X.reflected (1st and 2nd order) 
at the following various values <rf angle 9 •• 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40**. Calculate the neutron 
energy in ev for each \ . What is the relative intensity of firat and second order beams, assuming 
a Maxwell distribution (T • SOO'lC) for the neutrtms? 

3- Show that if a continuous distribution of neutrons impinges on a microcrystalline substance 
where M<M , that the scattered intensity is of the order of that expected from a noncrystalline 
substance of the same number of atoms for all energy neutrons. Use die fact that the resolution of 
a fflictoctystal reflecting neutrons of wavelength X. according to the Bragg formula is given by 
8 \ / X ~ l / M . 

a-n 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE SLOWING DOWN OF NEUTRONS 

6.1 THE CHANGE OF DIRECTION AND ENERGY UPON COLLISION 

When a neutron i s elastically scattered by a nucleus, the nucleus being Initially at rest, 
generally there i s a transfer of kinetic energy from the neutron to the nucleus. If the struck 
nucleus i s hydrogen, then the neutron will lose of the order of half i ts energy in the coll ision. 
Successive col l is ions will, on the average, continue this process, so that a 1 Mev neutron 
becomes thermal (0.025 ev) in about 24 col l is ions. 

In this chapter, we shall consider in detail the nature of this slowing down process. It 
will be found that c lass ica l collision theory i s applicable and leads to results io agreement 
with experiment. As in the c lass ica l problems of colliding bodies, it i s convenient to s e t up 
two frames of reference: 

The laboratosy system ( R system) -In this system, the frame of reference i s determined by 
considering the target body at rest before the collision. 

The center of gra-vtty system (C system) - In this the frame of reference i s determined by 
considering die center of gravity of target and projectile at rest. 

In the latter, it i s apparent that we are looking at the assemblage of colliding bodies as a 
whole and considering its center of gravity as stationary. It i s important to note that all 
experimental measwretients made of nuclear coll is ions use the laboratory system of 
reference. On the other hand, practically all laboratory system of reference. On the other 
hand, practically all theoretical calculations ate made in the center of gravity system. 
We shall see that the C system affords a view of things that i s basically simpler than that 
of the R system. 

Consider in the R system the collision of a neutron (mass = l )of velocity v with a 
nucleus of mass A, initially at rest. Since the total mass of the system of colliding particles 
i s A + 1 and the initial neutron momentum i s !• v, it follows that the velocity of the center of 
gravity (as seen in the R system) i s v/(A + 1). The velocit ies of the nucleus A and the 
neutron relative to the center of gravity are v/(A + 1) and vA/(A + 1), respectively. These 
velocit ies are in opposite directions, so that the total momentum of the system with respect 
to the center of gravity i s zero. After the collision, the magnitudes of the velocit ies are 
uncahnged, but the directions of motion are along a different line, ( see Figure 28). The 
magnitudes must remain unchanged, since the total momentum with respect to the center of 
gravity must remain zero. The change in direction will depend upon the exact nature of the 
collision. If 6 i s the angle between the initial direction and scattered direction (in the 
C system), then 6 = 0 means the collision was "glancing" while & = TT means it was "head-
on". 

It i s apparent that an observer in the C system would see the two colliding bodies 
initially heading for each other along a single straight line, with the heavier body moving 
more slowly. After the collision, the C system observer would see the two bodies moving 
away in diametrically opposite directions, with unchanged velocit ies . The C system 
observer would say that the collision process was isotropic i f a l l angles (9) between 
"before" and "after" directions of motion were equally probable. As the C system has no 
preferred direction of motion (center of gravity at rest), we adopt the same terminology and 
call the scattering isotorpic when all values of 6 are equally probable. 

50 
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NEUTRON VELOCITY j ^ 

NUCLEUS VELOCITY j ^ 

1 

NEUTRON 
IB€F0RE1 

NUCLEUS 

Figure 28. Neutron Scattering: Center of gravity system. 

Now the transformation from the C system to the R system is readily made if we consider 
that the C and R systems move relative to each other with a velocity equal to the velocity of the 
center of mass in the laboratory system. This velocity is the same as the initial velocity of the 
nucleus A in the C system, or just v/(A -*- 1). Taking this vector and adding it to the "after" 
velocity of the neutron in the C system [vA/(A + 1)] gives »s the "after" velocity (v'a) of the 
neutron in the R system (see Figure 29). It is i4>patent that the angle of scatteting in the C 
system, that is , 6, is not the same as the angle of scattering in the R system, <̂ .It is readily 
proved (by the sine law) that 

A sin {6 - <f>) « sin 4> 
or tan (f)' A sin 6 (6»1) 

1 + A cos 0 

Both expressions are equivalent. With either, it is possible to convert scattering angles from one 
system to the other. 

The neutron energy before the collision in the R system is mv / 2 . After the collision, it is 
mv ' / 2 . Thus the ratio of neutron energies after and before collision as observed in the R system 
is (v' / v ) ' . This ratio can be determined from Figure 29 by the cosine law: 

v ' • - [vAA + 1)] • • [vA/(A + 1)] " + [2Av"/(A + 1)*] cos 6 

K.E. after collision E 
KJE. before collision E 

A* + 1 • 2A cos 61 
(A • D" 

(6-2) 

a.-
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^ - 2 ^ SCATTERING IN C SYSTEM 

^ - ^ SCATTERING IN R SYSTEM 

^ ~ NEUTRON VELOCITY 
AFTER SCATTERING 
IN C SYSTEM 

v'« NEUTRON VELOCITY 
AFTER SCATTERING 
IN R SYSTEM 
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Figure 29. Neutron Scattering in laboratory (R) system. 

It should be noted that although equation (6-2) is the ratio of the kinetic energies observed in the 
laborarory system, nevertheless, the angle 6 is the angle of scattering as observed in the center of 
gravity system. This could be expressed in terms of the laboratory scattering angle 4> by means of 
equation (6-1). However, since we are going to want to average over all angles, we will keep the 
C system scattering angle, as averaging in the C system is relatively simple. In fact, for isotropic 
scattering, the average of the cosines of 9 is zero: 

(cos ^ „ - [Jcos BTTT sine d^] / [ 7 2 TT sin 0 d^ ] =0 (6-3) 
o o 

On the other hand, the average of the cosine of the laboratory scattering angle is not equal to zero 
but is a positive number, showing that the colliding particles have,a tendency to preserve their 
direction of motion. From equation (6-1), ft follows that: 

c o s < ^ - l / / l + t a n ' < ^ - _ = ! = = _ _ 
/ A ' + 1 + 2 A COS ^ 

Averaging the cos i> as before: 

(cos <t>) • Jco8<^'27Tsin 6d6 , J (A cos 6*1) sin 6Ad ^2 ^g^j 

T27run<9d5 • 2(A» • 1 t 2A cos ^ * 3A 
o 

As was expected, the average of the cosine is greatest for neutron collisions with lighter nuclei; 
chat i s , the tendency to keep going in the original direction is greatest when the target nucleus has 
the least mass. 

Ci'93~sC 
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Let us re-examine the ratio of neutron kinetic energies after and before a collision, E /E 
of equation (6-2). The maximum and minimum values are: 

J_' ^ A ' ^̂  1 t 2A cos 6 „ f 1 for ̂  = 0 (glancing collision) 
E (A + D ' / 'AJLIA for5''7]r(headon.collision) 

l \ A + l / 
In collisions with hydrogen, A •* 1, the limits are thus zero and unity. For heavier atoms, it i s 
iirpossible to bring the neutron to rest. When A >>1, the minimum is (A-1)'/(A+1)' " 1 - (4/A) • 
(8/A^... , so that for A =° 100, the greatest possible loss of neutron kinetic energy after a single 
scattering is 4%. For A = 200, it is 2%. 

Now what is the relative probability of a neutron's having an energy E (between the limits 
just described) after a collision? Assuming isottopic scattering, the probability dp that the 
neutron is scattered into the solid angle between 6 and 6 * A6\S equal to that solid angle 
divided by the total solid angle ^tt 

dp = (Solid angle between 6 and 6 * A.d)/\-n » 27̂  sin ddd /477 »= sin ^ d 6/2 

The relation between dp and the range of final energy ^ i c h corresponds to this range of angles 
is found by differentiation of equation (6-2). 

, 2AE sin 6^6 4A 
dE' = - « - E dp 

(A+1)' (A+1)" 

The negative sign means that increasing 6 corresponds to decreasing E. Hence 

The probability that the final energy is between 
E and E -*- d£ 

= d p - I A l l ) ! i L ' (6-6) 
4A E 

where the negative sign has been dropped so dE is considered positive. Equation (6*6) means 
that the probability of the final energy being f' is independent of t . Figure 30 is a graph of 
the distribution function p(E ') versus E ' / E , lowing it to be a constant, (A * 1) /4A, between 
E ' /E = (A - 1)"/(A+1)' and E ' /E = 1. As a check on tl̂ « normalization of ((>•€), it should be 
noted that the area under the disttibution curve is unity: 

Jp(E') dE ' = | [ ( A + 1 ) ' / 4 A ] d(E' /E) 

.[(An,V4A! [.-(^J].. 
Using this disttibution function, we could now calculate die^dcmge of E / E . However, it is 

more convenient to consider the average of the natural logaridun of ̂ e energy ratio that is , log^ 
(E/'E'). This isdue to the fact that, since the per cent loss in energy is on the average the 
same, the neutton's energy decreases in successive collisions, as ^own in Figure 31. In each 
collision, it i s the log^E rather than E which changes by a relatively fixed amount. Evaluation 
of the average'of log^(E/E') proceeds as follows: 

C = [ log^(E/E')} ^̂  = /log^(E/E) p(E' )dE' 
WB • ' 

= / log^ ( E / £ ' ) [ ( A + 1 ) ' / 4 A 1 ^ 
E ( A - y E 
(A*l)^ 

^-f3^^^ 
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After some algebra, th is reduces to: 

^ = i - ( A : i L S o g ^ ^ 
2A " A - l 

For A > > 1 , this can be reduced to ^ ~ ( 2 A - i ) / A * or l ~ 2/(A+i) . 
3 "" 3 

4A 

t 
UJ 

p l O d E ' ^ i ^ f 

m 1 E / E 

Figure 30. Neutron energy distribution after single e las t ic sca t ter ing. 

ENERGY AFTER COLLISIONS 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 

4 3 2 1 
4-l_H 1 1 

INITIAL 
ENERGY 

E = 0 

Figure 3 L Neutron energy after success ive co l l i s ions . 
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The average logarithmic energy decrease per collision, ^, i s 0.158 for carbon (A=12). For 
hydrogen, ^ = 1 = average log E / E so that E / E i s , on the average, l / e . To reduce a 1-Mev 
neutron to 0.025 ev (thermal energies) by col l is ions with hydrogen, one would require v 
coll is ions with: 

^ . l o g , ( E / E ' ) = l o g , ( 1 0 V 0 . 0 2 5 ) = i ^ g 4 - 1 0 ' = 17.5 

log , ( E / E i ) ^ C 

For carbon, since ^ i s 0.158, about 17.5/0.158 or 110 col l is ions would be required. 

6.2 NEUTRON DISTRIBUTION FROM POINT SOURCE - EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Knowledge of the nature of the process of slowing down of neutrons by col l is ions i s essen t ia l 
in the treatment of most problems in which neutron fluxes are introduced into media. Perhaps the 
simplest question to be answered i s : "Given a point source of monoenergetic neutrons, what i s 
the steady state spatial distribution as a function of energy?" The answer will be bas ic , s ince 
any source distribution can be considered a superposition of point sources . 

Suppose there i s a radium-beryllium neutron source in a large tank of water. For hydrogen the 
scattering cross section i s particularly large at low energies so that a 1-Mev neutron will do most 
of i t s traveling between the first few col l is ions, as shown qualitatively in Figure 32. The distribu
tion of neutrons from the source in water can be invest igated by using detectors sensi t ive to 
different energy neutrons. Materials such a s indium, rhodium, or iodine, each of which has a strong 
resonance for one particular neutron energy, can be used a s detectors for that energy, provided 
that the neutron absorption corresponding to the resonance level resul ts in the production of r a d i o 
activity. Figure 33 sketches the cross section versus energy curve for indium. The reference given 
with the figure contains further detai ls and bibliographies on activation of such materials . When 
possible , the detectors are made into foils. Elimination of the effects of thermal neutrons (s ince 
most of the detectors , in addition to being responsive to particular resonance energy neutrons, are 
generally responsive to thermal neutrons as well) i s accomplished by surrounding the detector with 
cadmium. The effect of cadmium may be seen by inspection of i t s cross section versus energy 
curve, the broken line of Figure 33-

Figure 32. Mean free path decreases a s energy does in hydrogenous materials . 

Oj-f^^ 
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Figure 33* Cross section versus energy curve for indium. 

Returning to. the neutron source in the tank of water, it is apparent that the investigation of 
the disttibution of 1.44-ev neutrons (indium resonance) may be made* by placing indium foils 
sandwiched between cadmium foils at various positions in the tank. The degree of activation of 
the indium (taking into the account the decay of radioactive indium during the period of exposure) 
in the various positions is proportional to the density of 1.44-ev neutrons at those positions. If 
the cadmium foils were removed and the difference between the activation of the bare indium foil 
and the activation of the sandwiched foils (Cd-In-Cd) were computed, then the relative densities 
of thermal (cadmium) neutrons can be determined for the various tank positions. The spatial 
disttibution of 2! 37-ev neutrons can be determined using an iodine detector.' Putting all these 
curves together yields the radial disttibudon of the density of the various energy neuttons in the 
water, as sketched on Figure 34. 

* For d e t a i l s see •R«.<l-B« Mentroas m Water* hy J . R. Bnsh 1B Phys. ReT. Tl>a71(1048) . 

' F o r Iodine resaaenee sea Phjre. Kev. Tit 174<194T). There are apparently two reaonanee l e T e l s , 

~ SS o» a B d ~ 4a OT. 
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( NOT TO SCALE) 
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Figure 34. Neutron source in water. 

6.3 DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRONS FROM POINT SOURCE - CALCULATION OF r"'^, 
av 

Consider a point source of neutrons of energy E located in an infinite homogeneous medium. 
The neutrons are slowed down by collisions after leaving the source. Consider all the neuttons of 
energy E. How far away from the source are diey on the average? What is the average of the square 
of the distance from the source r _? 

av 

If a neutron from a source S undergoes successive collisions (Figure 33), with successive 
displacements of 1 , 1^, 1 , 1^, ."1„, then the resultant displacement is : 

and the square of the displacement (r ' r) i s : 

,«=i;M»M^+.«.i'+2(r^-r,+T^-r,+ . . .+r . - r ,+ ....) 
To obtain the average of the foregoing expressioi^ we break the averaging into three steps (Figure 36). 
First, we average over the azimuthal angle </'keeping <̂ , the angle of scattering in the laboratory 
system, and the lengths 1 constant. Then we average over 1 and finally over 4>. The average over 
0 i s accomplished by use of the theorem: 

[cos (1, 4)] ̂  = cos (1, 2) cos (2, 3) cos (3,4) (6-8) 

Ci-9z-
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Figure 33. Typical neutton paths* 

m̂ 

(^'SCATTERING ANGLE 
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Figure 36. Displacement vectors in neutron scattering. 
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with cos (m,n) * cosine of angle between 1̂  and 1̂  

This theorem may be proved by considering 1. fixed. Then, with 1 „ fixed, consider the vector K to 
be averaged by allowing l^to rotate around 1 . Figure 37 shows the three vectors 1 , 1 , and 1 
arranged to form edges of a tettahedron. The base plane has been constructed by passing a plane 
perpendicidar to 1, and intersecting 1, at unit length. The figure is to be used in the averaging 
process where 1 is allowed to rotate about 1 , so that the angle \p indicated on the diagram is to 
be varied from 0 to 277' in the averaging process. Considering the ttiangles APB and BPC of 
Figure 37 it is apparent from elementary trigonometry that 

AP = 1; AB « sin (1,3); PB = cos (1,3); BC » PB • tan (3,4) = cos (1,3) tan (3,4) 

PC = PB/cos (3,4) « cos (l ,3)/cos (3,4) 

The quantity (AC) can be found by use of the cosine law in ttiangle APC and in ttiangle ABC. 
Equating these two values gives: 

(AO^ •= (AP)2 + (PC)^ - 2 (APXPC) cos (1,4) - (AB)^ + (BC)^ - 2(ABXBC) cos </' 

Solving this equation for cos (1,4) and substituting the ttigonomettic formulas for the various 
sides (AP, PC, AB, BC) yield the following: 

cos (1,4) " cos (1,3) cos (3,4) • sin (1,3) sin (3,4) cos \p 

As 1^ rotates around 1^ the cos \p averages out ro zero. The angle between these two vectors (3,4) 
being constant during diis averaging process means that the average of the cos (1,4) becomes: 

[cos (1,4)3 „ = [cos (1,3)] „ -cos (3,4) (6-9) 

Figure 37. Averaging over azimuthal angle i^). 

^-f3-C3 
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Now, in the above, the vector 1 was kept fixed and 1 averaged. If 1 is kept fixed and 1 
allowed torotate about 1, we find, in a manner similar to that used in deriving (6-9), that: 

[cos (1,3)] „ ' [cos (1,2)] ^ . cos (2,3) (6-10) 

However, since vectors 1, and 1̂^ are successive vectors the average of the cos (1,2) is a constant; 
that is , when 1^ rotates s3>out 1 , the angle (1,2) remains constant. Substitution of equation (6-10) 
into equation (6-9) proves the theorem stated in equation (6-8). The theorem may be generalized to 
apply to any succession of such vectors averaged over angle </' (as shown in Figure 36): 

[cos (a,z)] j , ^ = cos (a,b) • cos (b,c)>cos (b,c)... cos (y,z) 
(6-11) 

(1^, 1 ,̂ 1 ,̂ ... 1̂  are successive vectors) 

Now consider the average over 1. If A.̂  i s the mean free path, then the probability that 1̂  lies 
between 1 and 1 + dl is exp (-1 /X-_). The average of 1 and 1 * can be readily determined: 

(1)„ ' [ J l exp (-1/X) dl] / [ / exp(-l/>)dl] = \ ^ ^ 
o o (6-12) 

(!")„ - [Tl»exp(- l />)dl] / [ ; e x p ( - l / ) ) d l ] « 2X' 

(The subscripts "n" have been omitted for simplification of notation.) The first relation of equation 
(6-12) i s in a sense a definition, since the average of 1 i s just the mean free path. 

Returning to the original equation for r , we may now write the equation for r averaged over 
the \p's and I's: 

''i .V'* " 2X; + 2?.» + 2X; * ... 2^* + 2 [ \ \ cos (1,2) 

(6-13) 

+ XX cos (1,2) cos (2,3) + ... W cos (2,3) + . . . ] 

In the case of hydrogen, this calculation can be completed in an exact way. Generally it i s convenient 
to make some approximations. Let us assume that it takes a large number of collisions to produce a 
small change in energy. This will be valid for neutron collisions with heavy atoms ( A » l ) . The 
various angles of equation (6-13), (1,2), (2,3), etc., may take on all values from 0 to tr. We must 
average over the various possible angles, recalling that these angles are the successive angles of 
scattering as measured in the laboratory system, angle <poi Figure 29. As we have proved in equation 
(6-4), the average of the cosines of these angles for isotropic sc'anerers i s 2/(3A), a number that 
decreases with increasing A. This fact may be used to advantage if we note the coefficient of X̂  in 
(6-13): 

2 [ \ + \ cos (1,2) + \ cos (1,2) cos (2,3) • . . . ] 

Since successive terms when averaged over scattering angles, will have increasing powers of 2/(3A), 
they will diminish rapidly in the approximation being considered, so that the various Xs occurring in 

/^-^r4^ 
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successive terms may be replaced by X itself. This is valid if the X's change very little between 
successive collisions. In this manner, the coefficient of X is approximated by: 

2[\^\c.\c«... .] . i ^ : c^^ 

Consistent with our approximation, the finite series has been considered to be infinite. It can be 
readily shown that the error becomes negligible for A >>1 (and absorption processes are very few 
compared to scattering). Subsutution of this approximation into (6-13) yields 

- 2X», 2\J 2>^ 2\« 2 | . ;,2 
r ' ) „ - — i • — ^ + — i + . . . — 2 . =-^rr 1 1-C 1-C 1-C 1-C 1 - ^ 1 = 1 

where C *= 2/(3A) as before. The sum may be written as an integral if the change of energy is small 
for each collision: 

Number of colUsions between E • A E and E = Iog.(E •^E) " log.E 

= A E / ( ^ ) 

Thus . . . . „ : . „ . . . . . ^^^^^ ' 2 i X' 
1 - 2 i » 1 

3A 

2 _ _ J ° i 

3A 

*.'(F')dE' 

E ' 

The integration variable is primed to distinguish it from the limits. 

In (6-14) ^ i s the average decrease in the natural logarithm of the energy per collision, de^in«4 in 
equation (6-7). The dependence of die mean free path on the energy has been noted by writiC^ 
X.'(E). E is the initial neutron energy at die source, and £ is the energy of the neutton at tUtik 
particular position r. Equation (6-14) the average displacement-squared for neutrons of energy E 
when the scattering i s done by heavy nuclei. 

It i s often convenient to use logarithmic variables, in which case the average of the displace
ment-squared is: . _ 

log E 
* e o 

r » ^ - - ^ - 2 - JX» ( e ^ d e ' widic' - l o g . E ' (6-15) 
^^'3X^lo«eE • ( A » l ) 

As was mentioned previously, the formula for (r*)^ can be derived exactly. The result 
[Ricetca Sci. 7:13(1936)] i s : 

a a 
r • „ - 2X'(0) + 2k* (a) + 2 / >f (x)dx • 2><0) J X(x)e-"/" dx 

o e 

+ 2X(0)\a)e- ' / " + 2 X(a) J ^(x)e' <-'>/» dx ^^^^^ 
o 

a a.« 
• 2 / Hnyia J \(<i*x)e^/»dx 

' o o 

^ e r e x = log , (E , / E ' ) ; a - log ,(E / E ) 

/7^ 
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As in equations (6-15) and (6-14). the energy of the neuttons at the source i s E^ and the formula 
predicts the average of the displacement-squared for neuttons of energy E. E ' is the variable of 
integration and disappears upon substitution of the limits. 

Refening to Figure 18, page 37, we note that the cross section for neuttons inhydrogen is 
very nearly constant C^ 21 barns) over a wide range of energies ~ from about 1 ev (where the effect 
of chemical binding forces becomes negligible) to about 10 kev. For slowing down in this region, X 
is constant, and the formula (6-16) can be reduced to the form: 

r \ , = f ( E ^ ) - 6 X ' l o g , E (6-17) 

Using Ra^Be as a neutron source in a tank of water, we find the following data experimentally: 

Slowing to Rh resonance (1.28 ev): r'^= 276.6 cm' 

Slowing to I resonance (37 ev): r ' = 262.2 cm' 

It follows then from equation (6-17), which is valid in this range of energies, that: 

[(r*), , for Rh] - [(r*)^ for l ] = 6X« log,(37/1.28) = 14.4 cm' 

from \i^ich X' = (14.4/20.2 cm ' or X= 0.84 cm. This is an average mean free path, to be compared with 
appropriate averages of differential data. Recent data on Ra-Be neuttons in water U'hys. Rev. 73:271 
(1948)] indicates that r ' ^ for indium (1.44 ev) is 272 cm'. 

6.4 DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRONS FROM POINT SOURCE - AGE EQUATION 

In the last section, we have discussed one description of the space disttibution of neutrons for a 
a point source in an infinite homogeneous medium. In this section, we shall derive an expression for 
the neutron "age" rather than the average of the displacement-squared. This "age" i s likewise a 
distance-squared. (The somewhat misleading nomenclature results from the analogy between the present 
problem and heat flow.) 

As before, neutrons with energy E are fed into the scattering medium. Our interest is in the space 
disttibution of neutrons of various energies. Accordingly we define a steady-state neutton density 
function n(x,y,z,€) such that n'(x,y,z,€) dzdydzd c is the number of neuttons in the volume element 
dxdydz, with the logarithm of their energy between « and t + dfe (where, as before, « •= log^E). Consider 
tbt volume element and the neutrons in it in the given energy range. Per unit time, this volume element 
«|l|l receive neuttons in this energy range from two sources: (1) from diffusion of neuttons of this energy 
fsmfr Qî fsjide the volume element and (2) from higher energy neuttons in the volume element which have 
thej^ fW%y degraded into the given energy range. 

From the first source, diffusion, the conttibution to the neutton population in the volume element 
can be calculated using methods of kinetic theory. The diffusion coefficient is: 

D = X v/3 = J-r ^ :—T X 
* (^[l-cos<i>^^]) (6-18) 

where Xis the mean free path for scattering, (cos <p) the average of cosines of the angle of scatter
ing in the laboratory system, and v the neutton velocity. X^is called the "ttansport mean free path." 

'% i s the distance that a neutron would travel on the average in the direction of its initial modon after 
an iafinite number of collisions, each collision resulting in an average deflection given by^os 4")^, 

<^-f2'4C 
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and each collision being followed by one mean free path (X) movement. As shown in equation 
(6-18), X̂  and X are related by the equation: 

V . — 3 (6-19) 
'̂ t 1 - ( c o s 0 ) ^ 

For isottopic scattering, equation (6*4), since (cos 4')^y ' 2/(3A), the relation between the 
transport mean free path and the mean free path is: 

X . J ^ 

3A 
2 

When A ^^1 , 1 \ — ( I *zX^ X2rX. As in kinetic theory, the neutron cunent density S is related 

to the diffusion coefficient by: 
S " - D n (neutrons/cmVsec) (6-20) 

This is a vecror equation, with S in the direction of the gradient. Notation is standard: 
n • grad n " ijj(Bn/3x) • iy(Bn/By) • i (3n/32)widi i , i , and i the unit vectors in the x, y, 

and z directions. Consider the face dydz of die volume element at (x,y,z). The neutron current 
out of this face (in the negative z-directlon) is D(Bii/Bz )so diat the number of neutrons per unit 
time in the energy range between € and C <- dC going out of the face dydz at (x,y,z) i s 
D(Bn/Bx) dydzdC . . At die opposite face at (z -•' dx, y, z) the number of neutrons per unit time 
in the energy range da coming into the volume elefflent(negative x-direction) is: 

D ( ^ * 4 ^ At) dydzd C 
Ox Ox 

The net gain (rf neutrons per unit time in the volume element is thusD(d'n/Bx') dxdydzd C . 
Taking other pairs of faces and addiqg up, we obtain: 

Neuttons in energy range between 
Cand e > d e . diffusing into the ' D 'n dxdydzd (6-21) 

volume dxdydz per unit time 

widi ' die LapJacian '(d*/dx*) * (B"/By*) • (B'/^z*). 

Now consider die other source of neutrons, those in the volume element which are slowed 
down to the proper energy range (between C and ^* d^ ). The number of collisions of a neutron 
in unit time is v/X If this is muldplied by the average change in £ per collision, that is by ^, 
the result ^v/Xis the loss of < per unit time. Representing values of €^as points on a sttaight 
line. Figure 38, a neutron can be visualized as moving down the S line with a velocity ^ / X 

(oUOGeE) 
NEUTRON PROCEEDS DOWN < AXIS WITH SPEED > ^v/X 

<v(<)A(«r*~ •6(«4d«)/X(<»<l€) 

« «-l-dc 

Figure 38. Slowing down of nenttoos: appearance on ^ axis. 

am^ 
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(velocity meaning loss of £ per unit time). At the point £, the number of neutrons in the volume 
element dxdydz ^ i c h move out of the range of energies (between e and c + d&) per unit time 
is: 

[^(&)/X(£)] . n(x.y,2,i) dxdydz 

v^ere the functional dependent of v and Xon £-has been indicated. The number per unit time 
moving into the top of the energy range at £-*- dCis: 

[^v(t+de.)/X(e.*de.)] - n(x,y,2,e*d )dxdydz 

The net increase per unit time of neutrons in the range df. and in the volume element dxdydz is 
obtained by sateacting outgoing from incoming; 

Net increase - | - E^?!^ n(z.y,z.e)] • dxdydzde (6-22) 
o t X(^ 

Combining equation (6-22) with equation (6>21) gives die slowing down differential 
Since we are concerned with the steady-state (time-independent) neutron density, the sum of 
orations (6-21) and (6-22) must be zero: 

3_ 
3 £ ""' X' Dv*n • ^ Ui^ ' 0 (6-23) 

w i d i D - -f-^ , = X.v/3 

•3[l-(cos^)J * 
X» X( 6), V • v ( ^ n - n(x,y,z,e). - log , E 

Equation (6-23) can be transfoimed into die amac fbm as tiie classical heat condoctioa 
equation by the introduction of new dependent and indepcndeoc variables. The depeadeat variable 
is the so-called "slowing down density" deJBaed as: 

q « ^vn/X (6-24) 

The name is descriptive. As pointed out eariier, dte loss ofC per onit dme per neatron is ^v/X 
(Figure 38). Midtiplied by the neutton deasitjr a, tliis i s diea die total loss inCpet unit time per 
unit volume per unit energy interval or, expressed diffeiendy, die number of nentrons per nait 
volume per unit time crossing any valae£ oa dw £az i s . la die steady state, if q i s integrated over 
all space, the number of neutrons crossiag any value € pet miit time is cettaialy die anaiber of 
neuttons fed into die system per unit tiaae, Le., a ooastaat. Tims Jq(x,y,z,C)dx^dz • constant for 
all C . If q i s substituted into eonadoa (6-23), the teanlt is: 

^M. 
3^[i-(cos.^)„] 

•a* ^ V-q 
B. 
Be (6-25) 

This i s a simpler form than eqnatioa (6-23) since the differential operarora only operate on q. The 
independent variable can be changed to fntdier siinplify the Coni. Let us introduce tlie independent 
variable T, the "age" (often called the "Fermi age"): 

^'P 
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T- — i—-— /'X»(t')dt' (6-26) 
3^(1 - cos 0) J I ^ '^ 

It is apparent that Thas the dimensions of length'. Differentiating q with respect to £: 

r >•'(£) 1 
[3f l-(cos<^)„J 

^ - l a l l - - l a f ^'(£) 
Bt Br Bt BT 3^ 1 -(cos 

Substitute into equation (6-25) and cancel out the common factor. The result is the "Age Equation": 

. 8 . B, V-q - P- (6-27) 
OT 

with q and Tdefined by equations (6-24) and (6-26). 

A considerable advantage is secnied by these traasfotmations in that equation (6-27) is identical 
in form to die heat conduction equation: 

v 'r - (c /c»Tc) | l 
Ot 

Thus q is analogous to temperature and Tto time. Just as temperature will decrease with increasing 
time (no heat sources), so wiU the neutron "bom" with energy* £Q lose its energyCwidi increasing 
"age" X This can be seen by iaspecdoa of eqoation (6-26), wiiere T—0 as &-* e^and r increases 
witli decrease in € (or rlncreases as the "time since birth" increases). 

Let as apply the age equation to die point source problem. Given a point source of neutrons with 
energy E in aa infinite medium, niiat is the density of the neutrons as a function of E and position? 
First solve die age equatioa for q, b<»rowiag the corresponding solution of die heat equation: 

e-'V4T (6.28) 

(4-ni) t / s 

Identification of Q as die source sttength, that is, the number of neutrons with energy E,. 
introduced into the system in nait time, follows by integrating q over all space using spherical polar 
coordinates: 

O) CO 

/ q. 4 wr'dr - 47r[Q/(47n)'/'] / e''*/<'̂ r*dr - Q 
o o 

00 

*"*" /ejq> (- <» •)x 'dx - i^(4a*/"). 
o 

Let us examine the form of the solutions equation (6-28). In Figure 39, a sketch of q versus r 
for large and small values of rshows that as E decreases from E (i.e., as rlncreases), die space 

* UthoeitfiC la eoavealaMtly referraa to aa tke Boatrea'a eaerar. I t ahoald be rMeabered that e i a the aataral 
losaritha of the aeatrea e>erg|r. 

Ct'9^^4f 
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t 
-T SMALL 

q= -se 

1 > o . 

q=^vn/X 
TLARGER 

Figure 39. Point Source Solution of age equation. 

distribution for the enet|y E gets broader and broader. This is as one would expect. Fast neutrons 
ate distributed close to fhe source, and slow neuttons are spread out. (Note that the area under the 
curves bctareea r aod r + dr in the figure does not give the number of neuttons per unit time arriving 
in diat iaMMral. A, factor 4'''̂ r* must be inttoduced. In fact, 4i^\ dr is the number of neuttons per 
unit time striving in the space interval between r and r '*' dr.) 

la problem 5 at the end of this chapter, the average of r is calculated from q. The result, 61; 
is mnilar to that obtained in Section 6.3. 

PROBLEMS 
1. Consider die coUinon of neuttons with beryllium. What is the average angle of scattering 

observed in the laboratory frame of reference? In the center of gravity system? 
2. Calculate ^for H*, He*,Be*, O*, u"*. In each case, how many collisions will be needed to 

reduce a neutron'4 energy from 1 Mev to 1 ev? 

^-fS'7P 
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3. Suppose a point source of fast neutrons is placed in a large tank of water. At various distances 
from the source, indium foils (sandwiched between cadmium foils) are exposed to the neutton flux and 
thereby activated. Exposure times and foil areas are constant. The following data are obtained (after 
conection for activity decay, etc.): 

r(cm) 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 
A(In) 890 550 302 180 101 61 40 26 18 11.5 8.7 5.7 4.0 

r is the distance from the source to the indium detector, and A is the activity in counts per minute of 
the indium detector (activity is due to 1.44 ev neutrons). From these data, calculate (r')„. (N.B. 
The activity A is not proponional to the number of neuttons in the interval between r and r * dr.) 
Values of A for larger r can be determined by semilogaridimic exttapolation. 

4. Consider a substance in which X is constant. In this case, what is the relation between the 
age T and the actual "time from birth"? 

5. Using the point source solution for q, find (r*)^ in terms of r. Apply this result to the 
hydrogen problem discussed in the sections before and after equation (6-17). Show that the same values 
are obtained using age theory as in the vector averaging process. 

7 
^~f3-7J 
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CHAPTER Vn 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF SLOW NEUTRONS IN A MEDIUM 

7.1 THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR SLOW NEUTRONS 

Calculation of the disttibution of neutrons of various energies in a medium involves two dis
tinct problems. First, there is the slowing down problem dealt with in the last chapter. The 
neutrons do not continue to be slowed down indefinitely, for the nuclei they collide with are not at 
rest but have vibrational energies corresponding to their temperature. Eventually the neutrons come 
into thermal equilibrium with these nuclei and show a Maxwellian distribution* corresponding to 
the temperature of the medium. Clearly the problem of the spatial distribution of these slowed down 
or thermal neutrons is quite distinct from that of the distributions of neutrons being slowed down 
and must be handled by different methods. 

In approaching this second problem, we ask, "Given a source of thermal neutrons, what can be 
said about their stationary state distribution in a medium?" We seek a differential equation as our 
description. Let n(x,y,z) be the density of thermal neutrons at x,y,z. As in the derivation of the 
age equation, we consider a unit volume. There are three mechanisms by which the number of neutrons 
in this volume element change with time: (1) diffusion into or out of the volume element, (2) absorp
tion f or capture of neuttons in the volume element, and (3) generation of thermal neutrons in the 
volume element by the slowing down of fast neutrons to thermal energies. The first mechanism will 
yield DV*n neutrons per unit time per unit volume, as in deriving equation (6-21) of Chapter VI. 
The second mechanism decreases the neutron density per unit time by—n/0, where d is the mean 
time for absorption or capture. The third is just the slowing down density q evaluated for thermal 

energies, since q (e) is the number of neutrons per unit volume per unit time arriving at a particular 
logarithmic energy e. To emphasize that q is to be evaluated for thermal energies, we write q . 
Adding the three contributions together gives the differential equation for the time rate of change 
of the neutton density: 

DV'n - (n/«9) + q, = Bn/Bt (7-1) 

where n(z,y,z,t)dxdydz is the number of thermal neutrons in the volume element dxdydz at time t, 
(n/0)dxdydz is the number of thermal neutrons absorbed per second in the volume element dxdydz 
at time t, and q dxdydz is the number of thermal neutrons created (by slowing down) per unit 
time in dxdydz. It should be remembered that q is a function of x,y,z which can be determined 
from the agp equation with the proper boundary conditions. Since D = X v/3, equation (7-1) can 
be rewritten for the steady state: 

^ '̂̂ ^ V'n - n + = 0 
\ v e X̂ v 

By defining: 

y i = vfl = "capture mean free path" 

L = /AX^/3 "diffusion length" (7-2) 

eRunber of neutrona with velocities between T and T T dv is proportional to T exp (-av /iskT)dT. 
'|*Tliis mechanisB should perhaps also have been considered in the slowing down process. But wheresra 

orders of ma|pitude are such that in the slowing down the consideration of abaorption is usually a 
refineaent, here it is a necessity. 

68 
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the steady state equation becomes: 

V'n - A + l l» = 0 n x\ 
L» \ v (7-3) 

For a point source of slow neutrons (q^ = 0 except at r = 0 where q is a delta function), 
the equation reduces to: 

V^n - (n/L') =0 (7-4) 

The solution is spherically symmetrical, so equation (7-4) reduces to the radial equation: 

T4;(''37)-r.-° <"> 
Let u = nr. The equation becomes u" — (u/L') = 0 where u" = d*u/dr*. Solutions are u = exp 
(±r/L). The boundary condition that n-*0 as r-> OD eliminates the positive exponential, so the 
solution is: 

A e 
- r / L 

The constant A can be evaluated by considering a small sphere enclosing the source at the origi n. 
The neutron current, equation (6-20) of Chapter VI, is -DVn = -Ddn/dr = -DAe"'/'' [ - l / (Lr) 
— l / f ' ] . Multiplying this by the area of the sphere 4wr' and letting r-.0 gives 47rDA. This is the 
source strength Q. Thus A is 0/(4wD) or 3Q/(47rX^v). The complete solution to (7-3) for a point 
source of Q slow neuttons per unit time is: 

\itK^ \ r / 

The solution may be checked by substitution in equation (7-5). 

The point source solution is particularly important since any source can be represented by 
a proper assembly of point sources, and the corresponding solution is the superposition of these 
point source solutions. 

To solve this equation for a point source of fast neutrons we set up an integral over a 
disttibution of thermal neutton point sources all over space that arise from the slowing down of 
the fast neutrons (see Figure 40). Now we can find the density of slow neuttons at a distance 
r from the point source of fast neuttons as follows. In any volume element dV, a distance "p 
from the point source of fast neutrons, there are q dV thermal neutrons per second being pro
duced by the slowing down process where q^ [see equation (6*28)] is: 

e-pV4T 
(4,rr)»/» 

with T = age for thermal neutrons, 

Q = fast neutton source strength (neutrons/second). 
The volume element dV is expressed in spherical coordinates, dV = p'dp sift 0 d e d<f>, and the 
polar axis (5 = 0) is taken to pass through the point at which we are finding the thermal neutton 

^-93-73 
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PROBLEM:WHAT IS DENSITY OF THERMAL 
NEUTRONS OF P ? 

g.r<iV THERMAL NEUTRONS 
PER SECOND MADE IN dV 
BY SLOWING DOWN PROCESS 

dV. 

-FAST NEUTRON SOURCE 

Figure 40. Point source of fast neutrons. 

density (see point P in Figure 40). Now point P is a distance |/o* — r | = / p * + r* —2ft cos e 
from the source q dV. As a consequence, the density of thermal neutrons observed at P from 
this source is given by equation (7-6) with the appropriate source strength and radial distance 
substituted: , , 

e-t^-7|/L 
•• 
Thermal neutrons at P ' 

\ from source at dV ts-?! 
Adding up the contributions from all sources means we integrate over dV. Substituting for q , 
\p — 7], carrying out the integration over the azimuthal angle <̂  and changing variable /x = cos d 

finally gives: 

(Thermal neutron density at distance r from fast neutron source of strength Q) 

+ 1 

n(r) = 3Q r f 
2X^V(477T)''/' J J 

-p\*r -^p^ + r'-ip^ /L 

vCa" 
p'dpdfi (7-7) 

p=0 /A = -1 
+ f' -Ifxp. 

In equation (7-7) X^ v, T, and L are the transport mean free path, velocity, age, and diffusion 
length for thermal neutrons. 

^ ys a:-92'7f 
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\ \ 

FREE SW^CE SCATYERING 
MEDIUM 

Figure 41. Neutton density behavior at boundary surface. 

7.2 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THE SLOW NEUTRON DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 

In order to solve the slow neutron differential equation, the behavior of n or some function of 
n at the spatial boundaries must be known. Consider a finite convex (i.e., not re-entrant) medium 
with a neutton source in it and free space everywhere around it. What can be said of q or n at 
the bounding surface? To a first approximation, q or n can be taken equal to zero. This is made 
somewhat plausible by the argument that free space acts as a perfect sink; namely, it absorbs 
all neuttons and returns none. It, therefore, acts as such a heavy drain on the neutton density at 
the boundary that no density can be maintained there. 

Actually it can be shown that a more proper boundary condition is that n or q vanish at 
a surface (2/3)X^ away from the bounding surface,* where X is the neutron ttansport mean free 
path in the medium. Consider a plane bounding surface. Figure 41. The neutton density in the 
neighborhood of the boundary can be approximated by a linear fimction of the distance: n = 
p(a+ x). This can be shown to satisfy equation (7-4) for a one-dimensional situation. The flux 
at the bounding surface is just DVn [see equation (6-20)] in the negative x direction. Since the 
gradient of n is just dn/dx, the flux is D(dn/dx) = D 'p = (X v/3)p. The flux can be calculated by 
another means. In Figure 42, it is apparent that the probability that a neutron coming from the 
unit volume AV will reach the surface kt point P is exp(—^5i££5_^). Moreover, the fraction of the 

\ , 
total solid angle included between 6 and 0 + dd is sin 0 dd/2 [see equation following equation 
(6-5)] • Since the volume AV is the source of nAV/(X/v) neuttons per unit time (an equal number 
of neuttons return to the volume per «uiit time in the steady state), then the total number of 
neutrons crossing the boundary per unit time and coming from the volume AV is: 

n/ ' P exp(-^^££fJXsin e de/2XnvAV/X; 

e = o 
*& more refined derivation gives 0.71 X . . 

a-93-^s 
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FREE SPACE 

Figure 42. Neutron flux calculation at boundary. 

Substituting for n [ « p( a + x)] and rearranging this equation becomes: 

TT/S 

(1/2) f p (a+x) (vA^e-^( \*^°* >̂ sin e de AV 

0 = 0 

Consider the volume to have unit area perpendicular to the z axis and depth dx. Then integrating 
the foregoing expression over x would give the total number of neutrons each second coming to 
the surface from an infinite column of unit cross-sectional area perpendicular to the surface. But 
this is seen to be the flux or the number of neutrons crossing unit area of the surface per second, 
provided, of course, that everything can be assumed uniform perpendicular to the x direction. Thus 
the flux is: 

00 OT/S 

(1/2) f r p(a+xXv/X^)e-^(\"s ») sin e de dx 
0 0 

Change variables to /z scos e and integrate first over x, then over /x. The result is (vp/2\^) 
[ (a \ j /2) +(X^/3)] • Equating this to the previous result for the flux, pX^/3 and solving for a 

gives <x = {2/3)X *̂- But ais the x intercept of the neutron flux. Therefore, we have shown that n 
vanishes at a distance (2/3 )X.̂  outside the bounding surface. 

It must be noted that this boundary condition really describes n at the boundary, not beyond 
the boundary. In particular, the boundary condition does not mean that n vanishes at x = —(2/3)X.̂  
and is negative beyond that point. What has been proved is simply that the density at a 
bounding surface behaves as though n is a linear function of x, vanishing at x = 
-{2/l)\. 

Cl-93^y(, 
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7.3 THE DIFFUSION LENGTH IN WATER AND GRAPHITE 

To be able to use the slow neutron diffusion equation (7-3), it is necessary to know the 
value of L, the diffusion length. Measurement of L for water can be accomplished by placing 
a water tank on a pile (or on the thermal column of a pile), as in Figure 43- Provided diameter 
and height of water are very much greater than the diffusion length itself, the problem may be 
considered to be one dimensional. The bottom surface is a plane source of thermal neutrons. 
Equation (7-3) becomes: 

d»n/dx» - (n/L'') = 0 

n = n„ e 
0 

- x / L 
(7-8) 

where z is the distance from the bottom of the water tank. Measurements are made with and 
without cadmium separating the pile and water tank to determine (by subtraction) n for thermal 
neutrons as a function of x. The exponential decrease of n with z as predicted in equation 
(7-8) is measured and L determined for water. The value is L . = 2.8 cm* If a block of 
paraffin is used, the result is the same, showing that the absorbing mechanism in the case of 
water and paraffin is the same; namely, hydrogen capture. The effect of carbon or ozygen absorp
tion is negligible compared to hydrogen. 

h , R » L 
L'DIFFUSION LENGTH 
(LHSO'^ZBCM) WATER 

Cd( REMOVABLE) 

/NEUTRONS . /A 

Figure 43* Measurement of diffusion length in water. 

OrfZ'f, 
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There are other ways to measure L and related constants for water. Some are described in 
a paper by Fermi and Amaldi, Phys. Rev. 49:899 (1936). The diffusion length is dependent upon 
temperature. For water, the relation is: 

L = 2.64 + 0.0061 T 

(L in cm, T in »C) ^^'^^ 

As shown in equation (7-2), the diffusion length is related to the mean free path for absorp
tion (A) and the transport mean free path (X.^. Knowing L and X ,̂ we can calculate A , or vice 
versa. 

For a substance such as graphite, the diffusion length is so large as to make the method 
just described impractical for determination of L. The one-dimensional approzimation will not be 
valid when L is of the order of the dimensions of the medium. As a consequence, the three-dimen
sional problem must be solved. 

The physical arrangement is shown in Figure 44. A fast neutron source is at point P (u,u,0) 
on the bottom surface of the graphite pile. The height of the pile is much larger than the diffusion 
length, whereas the edge dimensions " a " are of the same order of magnitude as L. The slowing 
down equation, V q — (?q/Br) •: 0, can be solved for this arrangement by use of Fourier 
analysis (same methods as used in solution of heat conduction problems). The result is: 

OS 

q = (4/a»XQ//47rT) e -« ' / * ' " £ e"""'""'* ^ • "> /" s in (wrx/a) sin (,rry/a) 

(Q = source strength = fast neutrons/sec) ( 7- 10) 

{o,a,h) 

(a,a,o) 

a =£30CM 

CFAST NEUTRON 
SOURCE(Ra-Be) 
IS AT(U,u,0)] 

h » L 

Figure 44. Measurement of diffusion length in graphite. 
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Evaluation of r by experiment using a Ra-Be neutron source shows that the source has three 
well-defined neutron energies, giving three superposed distributions. The following table gives 
the age values for the three components in graphite at different energies and the percentage of 
each component present. 

TABLE 2 - Ra-Be NEUTRONS IN GRAPHITE 

PER CENT r ( I N D I U M R E S O N A N C E ) , C M ' T ( I O D I N E R E S O N A N C E ) , C M ' 

tS .O 130 54 

6 9 . 3 340 268 
1 5 . 7 815 736 

Such data are sometimes given in terms of the range r , which is equal to 2 ^~. 

From the data of Table 2^ it is apparent that at 30 cm or so from the source, q will be very 
small. In this case, the "source" term in the slow neutron diffusion differential equation (7-3) 
will be small. The slow neutron density n will be a solution to equation (7-4), i.e., 

V»n - (1/L»>i = 0 

at such distances from the source. Because of the boundary conditions (the slow neutrons are 
produced by slowing down from the Ra-Be source), the solution is assumed to have the form: 

n « > "iB^^^ *"* (w'Va) sin (wsy/a) 

Substituting this Into the differential equation gives an equation for n (z): 

0 d»n r "" a = 1 1 
^- (r» + s«) +—r n ^ = 

d2» [ a» ^ ' L» J -
This equation has a simple exponential solution, exp (—z/b ), with b equal to the reciprocal 
of the square root of the expression in brackets. Thus, the solution for n is: 

00 

n • *< e ~ ^ r» sin (wrx/a)sin (iisy/a) 
' ' • • » (7-11) 

with ( 1 / b , ; ) - (,rVa») (r» + s») + (l/L") 

It can be seen that as r and s increase the exponential damps out rapidly with increasing z. 
Experimentally it suffices to compare activation measurements by slow neutrons in such a column 
for the r a s • 1 component: 

- z / b 
n » e ** sin (wat/a) sin (wy/a) 

with (1 /b , , ) - /(2wya") + (1/L») 
(7-12) 

1 1 

For a typical graphite sample, the constants are: density « 1.551 gm/cm*; b^^ > 28.38 cm; 
a > 150.49 cm. Since the neutron density does not vanish exactly at the edge, we must add 

(L~9l-'?f 
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2 x (2 /3 ) \ t to the 150.49 cm, making a » 153.29 cm (X^* 2.1 cm). As L depends on density, it 
is conventional to reduce all values of L to the value L would be if the density were 1.60 
gm/cm'. This makes it possible to compare directly different lots of graphite tested in this way. 

In the following table, some of the results obtained in this manner for four common substances 
are listed. 

TABLE 3 - DIFFUSION LENGTHS AND RELATED CONSTANTS FOR U^O,D^O, 

CM 

H,0 

0 ,0 

BE 

C 

DENSITY. 

1.0 

1.1 

1.8 

1.62 

G / C M ' 

Be, ANDC 

ATOMS/CM' 

0.0334 X 1 0 ' * 

0,0331 X l o " * 

0 .1235 X 1 0 ' * 

0.0871 X 10"* 

L. CM 

2.85 

100 

31 

50.2 

L»/A . 

0.142 

0 .80 

0.87 

0.903 

The microscopic constants in problems such as those just described are usually two: a 
the scattering cross section, and cr , the absorption cross section. These are related to L, 
and X.̂  in the following manner: 

_X 1 
^ » * l - ( c o s * ) . , * ^ ' ^ , 

v s - A - — ; N » — . -— (7-13) 
ncr. ' cr, ;̂  

\ A 
L" - - i 

3 

Definitions of the different symbols are: 

n X atoms/cm' 
V = neutron velocity 
0 " mean lifetime for absorption 

(cos <f>)^^ > average of the cosine of the angle of scattering in the lab system « 
2/(3A) for isotropic scattering (A is mass number) 

\ B transport mean free path 
\ * mean free path for scattering 

> absorption mean free path 
L • diffusion length 
N • average number of scattering collisions made per absorption 

7.4 THE ALBEDO OR THE REFLECTIVITY OF BOUNDING SURFACES FOR NEUTRONS 

So far in this chapter, we have outlined the methods of obtaining neutron distributions in 
media due to sources within them. However, neutrons are often introduced into a medium from the 
outside. It is convenient to define a reflectivity, or, as it is called, albedo ("whiteness" in 
Latin), for a surface. It is simply the fraction of the incident neutrons eventually returned or 
"reflected" from the surface. An albedo of unity means perfect reflection; an albedo of zero 
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means perfect (black body) absorption.* 

Let us solve a typical problem. We shall calculate the albedo of an infinite plane surface 
for slow neutrons. But first it will be necessary to solve the following problem: "Given a medium 
bounded at x = 0 and occupying all of space to the right of this plane, what i s the probability 
that a slow neutron starting at a point d units distant from x = 0 will escape from the medium, 
i .e . , will reach x = 0?" 

We shall do this problem twice, using two very different approaches. First, we shall use 
the slow neutron diffusion equation and assume that the problem is one dimensional, i .e . , that 
the neutrons move only in th* x direction. The second method will involve the solution of an 
integral equation. 

Assume a point source of neutrons at x = d on the x axis. We must calculate the flux at the 
origin for unit source strength. This is precisely the escape probability, since the boundary of 
the medium is at the origin. The slow neutron diffusion equation i s in this case: 

V " . - - = ; ; . 0 

(everywhere but at x = d), and since this i s a one-dimensional problem, the solution is: 

n = A e - ' / ^ - A e + ' ' ^ 

for 0 <. X < d, assuming the boundary condition n(x = 0) = 0. For x > d, n = Be "*/'' . These two 
solutions must join at x z d ( see Figure 45) so that n i s continuous and the gradient dn/dx 

Figure 45- Joining solutions at discontinuity. 

has a finite discontinuity. To find the amount of this discontinuity, integrate the complete 
diffusion equation (7-3) throughout a small "volume" surrounding the soxirce: 

d + e d + e 

d - e d - e 

The first term is [dn/dx] J _ g i the discontinuity in dn/dx. The second term vanishes as 

6 -•0, for n must, for physical reasons, be a continuous function of x. The last term i s simply 

• See Feml'a paper on the Botlon of neutrons in hydrogenous substances In Ricerca 8c l . 7:13 (1936). 
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-Q/D where Q is the source strength at x * d and D is the diffusion coefficient \^v/3. Thus, 
the conditions on n and dn/dx at d are: 

(Continuity of n) Ae~*/^ -Ae+*/^ -Be"* / ' ' 

(Discontinuity of _(A/L)e-'»/'' -(A/L)e+*/^ - - ( B / D e " * / ^ +(Q/D) 
_Q/D in dn/dz) 

Hence A - -LQe""*/^ /2D and B « LQ (1 - e"""*/''). 

The flux at X B 0 is then D (dn/dx)^^ • Qe"*/**' and for unit source strength it is simply 
g—d/L. j |j |g gives the probability, p (d), diat a slow neutron at a distance d from bounding sur
face will eventually escape from the medium. 

Before we use this result to find the albedo of such a one-dimensional medium for neutrons 
incident on the boundary from the outside, let us do the problem in another way. In addition to 
the methods of diffusion, there is a more exact and rigorous way to attack problems of the type 
being discussed. To find the neutron density in a particular volume f at a time t, one could 
investigate the density of neutrons that are moving toward 7 and are in the other volumes at 
various earlier times t' so that (considering their velocities and distances from r) they would 
be in r at the time t. The neutron density at f at the time t could be expressed as some sort 
of sum or integral of these other neutron densities. We would be led to an integral equation in 
the neutron density n. 

Thus in addition to the differential equation method of solving diffusion problems, there 
is an integral equation method, too. It would be well to stop a moment and compare the relative 
merits of the two approaches. In setting up the diffusion differential equation, it had to be 
assumed the quantities such as n, dn/dx, etc. vary slowly with respect to the mean free path 
of the diffusing particles. Further, It was assumed that densities of particles were large enough 
so that speaking of quantities such as dn/dx made sense. In particular, one would not expect 
that the solution of a problem like the following by diffusion methods would give physically 
true results: "Find n(r,^ ^ ), the density of slow neutrons in a sphere of radius X./2, if there 
is a point slow neutron source at the center of the sphere and \ is the mean free path of slow 
neutrons In die medium of the sphere." There are, however, no such restrictions on the use of 
integral equation methods. No assumptions about the variation of dn/dx with distance, etc., 
need be made. Integral equation methods are more general and usually more difficult. It ofren 
becomes expedient to do diffusion problems by means of differential equations and proper 
boundary conditions first In order to get a rough idea about the function in question. Then the 
more exact solution can be obtained by means of an integral equation. This Is the procedure we 
shall follow here. Ve have obtained p(d), the probability that a neutron d units from the boundary 
of a one-dlmenslonal medium will escape it, by means of die diffusion differential equation. Let 
us now apply Integral methods. 

Consider a neutron at d. As it leaves d, one of two things may occur. It may go to the left 
(toward the boundary), or it may go to the right, each with a 50% chance. If it goes to the lefr. 
It may escape before It suffers a collision, or it may experience a collision. The probability 
that a neutnm at d will escape without a collision is, therefore, the product (1/2) x e~*^ , 
^ e r e \ Is the mean free path between collisions (mfp for scattering when cr^> > cr,). However, 
a neutron may escape even If it suffers a collision. Suppose the neutron suffers its first collision 
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at X and that ir(, x) is the probability that a neutron from d suffers its first collision at x (either to 
right or left of d). Now p(x) is the probability that a neutron at x will eventually escape. The 
probability p(,d) that a neutron at d can escape is made up of two terms, the first of which is the 
probability of escape without collision, and the second is the sum of all possible products of 
ir(x)p(.x), i.e., probability that the neutron is scattered to x times the probability of escape from 

p(d) -4e ~*/^ + 2 J W( X) P( X) 
a l l X 

It is assumed in the equation that there is isotropic scattering in the lab system, i.e., 
that p(x) depends only on xand not on the side from which the neutron arrives at x.ln detail, the 
sum should be written: 

d 00 

JLr . - t . -* )A dx p(;,) Nr l . i . /*.-(«-*)A dx N-l (7.14) 
2 J \ N+2y \ N 

0 a 
where the first integral gives the probability that a neutron starting from d will go left, suffer a 
collision at x, but will eventually escape, and the second integral gives the probability for the 
same thing with initial motion to the right. N in equation (7-14) is the ratio a / a given in equation 
(7*13), the average number of scattering collisions made per abscwption. The probability that the 
collision at x is a scattering is o-,/(cr^+cr,) or N/(N +1) - ( N - 1)/N for N > > 1. Simplifying 
equation (7-14) by combining the integrals and adding the no-collision escape [vobability gives: 

p(d)4e-A.i /e—"A|Lp(,) N^ 
(7-15) 

Since the solution of the differential equation gave p(d) =e~ *'** , we therefore try p(d)=Ae~'*' 
as the solution of this integral equation. Doing this, we find that: 

(7-16) 

From equation (7-13) we note that N "A / \ . s 3L '/X.^ \ . Expressing the exponential of equation 
(7-16) in terms of L gives exp ( —d/TT/ \ / v^L), which is to be compared to the exponential 
exp ( —d/L) derived by the differential equation method. 

We are now ready to attack the original problem of finding the albedo. Say a beam of slow neutrons 
moving along the x axis from the lefr (negative x) hits the plane X'O. The probability that a neutron 
of the beam will make its first collision in dx at x is e~*''\dx/ X). The probability of not being 
absorbed and escaping from here is p(x) î̂ zJi Hence the albedo is: 

00 

/
/\ ^ N-1 / N - 1 

e - « A — p(,) - ^ __ ^^ 1 (7.17) 
/ N + 1 

0 
A nonabsorbing medium (N-*oo) would eventually return all neutrons and have an albedo of 1. 

If we wish to know /3 for an angle of incident 6 we are forced to drop the one-dimensional 
attack and the problem becomes more difficult. The result is: 

^-fj-^ 
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M^T 
/ N + / 3 c o s d 

lliis Is Inconslscent widi die first result at 9 > 0, only because this solution alk>ws for die fact that al-
dwugh tf > 0 for the Incident neuttons, they are not restricted to move along the x axis in the medium. 
The effect of allowii^ motion at angles to the x axis is to allow longer paths and hence more chance for 
absorption. HiIs makes /8 sligfady smaller. 

Suppose we wish to measure the albedo for slow neutrons on paraffin. A direct measurement would 
be difficult, for even if a ccJIimated slow neutron beam can be made to impinge on some paraffin, neutrons 
wodd be coming off at all angles from all aer the surface of the paraffin, and their detection would not 
be easy. A much simpler way to find the albedo is the following. Place a thin-foil* slow neutron detector 
(Figure 46) somewhere in die middle of a mass of paraffin v^se boundaries are far enou^ away from the 
foil that die paraf^ can be considered infinite in extent. By means of some neutron source, we induce an 
activity in the foil. Call diis activity A. Next back the foil on one side with some cadmium, enough that 
the cadmium will sbsotb pr«|cticaUy all the slow neuttons hitting it but not enough to distort tin neutron 
flux field appreciably. Measure the new activity in the detector foil. Call this activity B. Now the ratio 
(A/B) bears a simple relatipn to the albedo. To understand this, consider the number of neutrons i/hitting 
the foil each second in slcn^on B. It is clear that for a imiform distribution of slow neutrons, the foil in 
case A would have ifneatrons per second hitting it from each side and would have at least 2v slow 
neuttons hitting It p^ second. Actually, more than 2 v slow neutrons will hit the foil in case A, for some 
of the neuttons fjjfcying dxoii^ the foil can return and pass through it again, there being no cadnium 
about to prevent this (see Figure 47X In fact, we can calculate the average number of times a neutron 
about to hit the foil will pass doough it before it is eventually absorbed in the paraffin. Certainly the 
probability diat diis neutron will return through the foil is yS, die albedo of the paraffin for slow neutrons. 
The ptobalality that It will make at least two trips is /S >< yS or ^ ' , and so on. Thus the total number of 
passages through the foil for a neutron about to hit it is on the average: 

1 +y0 + >e' + . . 
1 - / S 

Hence, there would be 2v /(I—j® slow neutrons hitting the foil each second, rather than singly 2v 
neutrons. From this It follows that: 

A 2^/(1-;® 2 
— - = — ' •; 12' 1-2(B/A) (7-19) 

B V l-jB 
In this manner a measurement of the two activities A and B suffices to determine the albedo. For paraffin, 
A/B is IL From equation (7-19), it follows that the albedo for paraffin is y0 « 0.82. Hiis type of measurement 
would not be feasible widi poor absorbers of neutrons, for it has ro be assumed that the diffusion length in 
the medium is small compared ro the foil size, i.e., that most of the "reflection" takes place close to the 
foil. Further, if die detector is not thin, it acts as its own cadmium, so to speak, and a correction must be 
made for the absorption in the foil. 

•By a thin f o i l Is aeant one where there Is l i t t l e modification of the neutron dls tr l lnt lon due to 

the presence of the fttll. I . e . , one for which OV jjtS^'^l, where Cr. . Is the total cross section, n the 

nuBberof atoas per cm , and S the f o i l thickness. 
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DETECTOR/ 

PARAFFIN 

Figure 46. Measurement of albedo. 

I ^ / 

I ^—! 
0 NEUTRONS SET BACK 
FOR EACH NEUTRON INCIDENT 

r 
DETECTOR FOIL _ - ^ 

Figure 47. Multiple transmission in albedo experiment. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. The diffusion length for thermal neutrons in water is 2.8 cm. Now the neutron distribution 
is Maxwellian, so the average velocity is V = ( 2 / / I T ) V (where v is the velocity in mvV2 * kT) 
or V = /8kT/jrrm. To calculate the mean free path for absorption (A ), we must use a for neutrons 
with velocity V rather than v. Given cr^ =0,31 barns for room temperature neutrons (v = 2200 m/sec; 
see Figure 11, page 24), calculate A for V neutrons. What is the transport mean free path for 
thermal neutrons (Maxwell distribution) in water? 

2. If i is the average fraction (averaged over angles of incidence) of incident neutrons absorbed 
in the foil, find the relation between A/B and the albedo. 

^-<^3'2'6 
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CHAPTER Vra 

NUCLEAR FISSION 

8.1 IHE BINDDTC ENERGIES OF NUCLEI 

Before we proceed to take up the subject of fission. It Is necessary to understand the general 
nature of the forces that hold nuclei togedier. For this purpose, we should like to find an expression 
for the nuclear binding energy. As we have seen in Chapter III the nuclear mass Is related to the 
binding energy. The relation is simply: 

M - (A - Z)M, + ZM^ - (Binding energy /c") (8-1) 

with M the nuclear mass, M the neutron mass, M the proton mass, and A,Z the mass and atomic 
numbers, respectively. This relatloo^i^ diows di«t »e majr check any conclusions about nuclear 
binding energies by comparison with nuclear masses. 

In the absence of exact knowledge concerning tlie nuclear forces, the problem of finding the 
dependence of binding energy on Z and A Is a difficult one. W« must examine our empirical knowledge 
tbovt nuclei for implications concerning the nuclear forces ot the btodiog energy. Our empirical 
knowledge includes: 

Nuclear size and constancy of density of nuclear matter. 
Tendency of Z to be eqtial to A/2. 
Effectiveness of Coulomb forces in maklag Z less ^an A/2. 
Rarity of nuclei widi cr«n A and odd 7L 

Eadi of diesc factors will be coiuadered separately in its effect mi the nuclear binding energy. 

Consider first the nuclear size. From scattertQg and otiier experiments with heavy nuclei it Is 
found that nuclear radii ate proportional to A ̂ /'. In fact, 

R - 1.48 X 10"*»A*/'cm (8-2) 

fairly well fits the known data, although this formula does not mean much If applied to the very 
lightest nuclei. For die present putpose, the formula implies that the average density of constituent 
particles Is about die same In all nuclei. It i s quite likely that the density within a single nucleus 
does not vary much from one region within the nucleus to another. If a certain binding energy result
ing from nuclear forces i s to be associated with two nuclear particles within the nucleus a given 
distance apart, It Is clear from the foregoing diat this binding energy per unit volume of the nucleus 
is constant, Inasmudi as the average distances between constituent particles are everywhere the 
same. We conclude, therefore, that tlie binding energy of nuclei Is essentially proportional to their 
volume ot to A. lii terms of the energy of the nucleus (the negative of the binding energy), we have 
then Ej"^-a A, where a Is some positive coefficient which these considerations have not sufficed 
to determine. This Is not completely accurate, since we have failed to consider the fact that the 
nuclear constituents at the nuclear surface are not bound as strongly as particles inside. The number 
of such particles Is proportional to the surface area so that we must subtract a number proportional 
to A ^ (or R ; from our [wevious estimate Ê .̂ Thus: 

E ^ - - a j A + a , A ^ (8-3) 

83 
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The second consideration, the tendency of Z to be equal to A/2, should be taken Into account. 
Since A is the total number of nuclear particles (neutrons plus protons]^ this tendency means that there 
Is a tendency for the number of protons to be the same as the number of neutrons. (While It i s true 
that for heavy nuclei there are fewer protons than neutrons, we shall assume that diis i s due to the 
electrostatic repulsion between protons, which will be considered next. In other words, we are 
assuming that if it were not for Coulomb forces between protons, there would be equal numbers of 
protons and neutrons in nuclei.) There are at least three types of nuclear forces within a nucleus: 
neutron>proton, proton-proton, and neutron-neutron. In view of the equality of the number of protons and 
neutrons in nuclei, the last two types of forces must be of the same order of magnitude. For if the 
proton-proton forces were stronger, nuclei with more protons than neutrons would tend ro be more stroogly 
bound, hence more stable than those with equal numbers of each. If the energy of isobars (same A, 
different Z) were plotted against Z, we should get a curve symmetric about Z - A/2, as nuclei widi Z 
protons and A-Z neutrons would have the same energy as those with Z neutrons and (A-Z protons, 
assuming equality of neutron-neutron and proton-proton forces. The Isobar curve as shown In Fignte 48 
shows a minimum at Z * A/2 since nuclei for which Z • A/2 are die most stable. Thus E , , the energy 
associated with the departure from equality in the number of protons and neutrons, must be proportioaal 
to some even power of Z—(A/2). For simplicity, consider that In the nelghboiliood of Z = A/2, the energy 
Eg is proportional to the square of Z-(A/2). To see what the "dimensions" of the coefficient dould be, 
consider two nuclei with the same value for Z/A, one having an A twice the other, so that bodi nuclei have 

t 

AiE NEAR 2=f-. Ej-CZ- f ) 

A/2 

Figure 48. Quadratic shape of energy surface. 
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the same fractional excess of neutrons over protons, but one has twice as many particles. The 
larger nucleus will have twice the E if we associate with each extra or unpaired particle a certain 
fixed energy. It follows then that E , should be proportional to A, or: 

(^-Z)» 
E - - a - A ( ^ - J ) « - a , ' - 2 (8-4) 

• ' A 2 ' A 

The effect of Coulomb forces between protons can be taken into account by finding the energy 
E associated with the Z protons being distributed in a sphere of radius R. This is a simple problem 
in electrostatics if we consider the charge uniformly distributed throughout the sphere. In this case, 
the potential energy of a charge Ze uniformly distributed throughout a sphere of radius R is just (3/5) 
(Ze) /R in ergs (e in esu). Substituting for R from equation (8-1) and for "e" and then converting 
ergs to mass units, the Coulomb energy becomes: 

E . - 0.000627 Z'/A ^ (8-5) 

Our last consideration concerns the dependence of the binding energy on the even or odd numbers 
of protons and neutrons. It has been found empirically that there are few stable nuclei with even atomic 
weight A and odd atomic number Z. In fact, it can be said that the most stable nuclei tend to have both 
Z and A-Z even. Slightly less stability occurs in the cases Z odd, A-Z even, and Z even, A-Z odd. Clearly 
forces between nuclear constituents must, therefore, show a dependence on whether an even or odd 
number of neutrons and protons are about and so must the binding energy. An explanation has been 
advanced based on the idea that constituents tend to fill the nucleus' lowest energy levels and that 
strong forces exist between die pairs of neutrons ot protons that can fill the same level. It has been 
empirically determined that E = S can be assigned as a correction term to our expression for the 
binding energy on the following basis (S in mass units): 

8 • 0 for A odd 
8 - -0.036/A*/* for A even, Z even (8-6) 
8 - 40.036/A*''* for A even, Z odd 

Combining the various terms, equations (8-3) to (8-6) and substituting in equation (8-1), the nuclear 
mass (in mass units): 

(A - zY 2-2 
M = 1.00893 A - 0.00081 Z - a A + â , A » / ' + ».-^—- + 0.000627 7- + S 

» " " A A*' 
We must now evaluate the coefficients a , a , and a . First, a is evaluated by setting dM/dZ = 0. The 
resultine equation between Z and A, 

0.00081 + a , 
^L ' —71' ^ (8-7) 

2a. + 0.001254A*' 
is one for which M is a minimum and, therefore, gives the stablest values of Z for any A. Fitting this 
equation to the known stable Isotopes ^ves a best value for a , of 0.083 in mass units. The other 
constants, a and a^, are determined by fitting the equation for M to the known data for nuclear masses, 
with the resulting values a = 0.00504 and a = 0.014. Hence the complete expression for the nuclear 
mass as a function of A and Z is: 

M(A,Z) = 0.99389 A -0.00081Z + 0.014A** + 0.083^2 / + 0.000627 ^ 1 7 a * ^ (8-8) 
A ^ 
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This formula can be used for calculation of the binding energies of neutrons to isotopes of 
uranium. This information will be very closely connected with the ability of slow neutrons to fission 
these various isotopes, as we shall see. Let us calculate the binding energy of a neutron to U • 

U*^ : M = 235.11240 [from equation (8-8)1 
Neutton: M = 1.00893 

Sum » 236.12133 
U"*:-!^ - - 236.11401 [also equation (8-8)3 

Binding energy = 0.00732 mass units or 6.81 Mev 

Similarly the binding energies of neutrons to U**, U*", and u"* wokild be 5.51, 6.56, and 5.31 Mev, 
respectively. The alternation of the magnitudes of the binding energies comes from the factor S. 
This alternation is superposed on the regular variation of M(A,Z) with A and Z given by the other 
five terms of equation (8-8). 

Additional examples of this type are given in the problems at the end of the chapter. 

8.2 THE FISSION PROCESS - ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS 

The packing fraction curve (see Section 3.2 and Figure 15) shows that in the region of uranium, 
the packing fraction is of the order 0.0006, ^ereas for middle-weight nuclei it is of the order —0.0007. 
This implies that the heavy nuclei are not energetically stable against breaking into two middle-sized 
nuclei. Examining this more closely, we see that the energy that would be released in such a splitting 
is M(A,Z) — 2M(A/2, Z/2). If this i s positive, the splitting is energetically possible. This difference 
can be written in terms of the packing fractions: 

A [ ^ f ^ - M ^ ^ ^ ] (8-9) 

2 

or A times the difference in the packing fractions. Thus, ^ e n the difference between the packing 
fractions is positive, then fission is energetically possible. It is to be noted that the packing fraction 
difference does not give the energr released in a fission process. In Figure 49, the curve of N versus 
Z is shown (see also Figure 12). The transition from P to Q on the diagram results in an energy release 
propottional to the packing fraction difference. Actually in fission the end state is on the curve of 
stable isotopes at point R in Figure 49* Since R is at a lower mass point, the energy release in fission 
is greaterthan that given in equation (8-9). For example, if A is 240, then A/2 is 120; Z^ is 93.74, 
equation (8-7), for A = 240, and Z / 2 is then 46.87. Using A/2 = 120 and the formula for Z^ gives 
the stable Z as 51.15, or about 4 units from Z / 2 . (That is Z /2 < Z .) This means that about 
four beta panicles will be emitted per fragment afrer fission. 

From the packing fraction curves, it appears that fission is exoergic for all nuclei with A greater 
than 100. Why, then, is fission such a rare process? Consider a nucleus that breaks into two fission 
fragments. Plot the energy of the nucleus, i.e., the fragments, as a function of the distance between 
the two pans. At infinite separation, the energy is taken to be zero. When the fragments are combined 
(r = 0), we know from measurements that the energy is about 200 Mev or greater. What about points 
between r = 0 and infinity? Up to a distance of the order of the diameter of the fragments, it is the 
Coulomb energy between the panicles alone that conttibutes to the energy between panicles, since 
that is the only force acting between the fragments. This energy is (Ze/2) Vt. When r is less than 
the diameter of the fragments, the energy must change in such a way that it becomes the fission energy 
(200 Mev) at r =0. If (Ze/2) /r is smaller than, equal to, or greater than the fission energy at r = 
diameter of the fragments, then there are three conesponding transition curves. Figure 50, which can 
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QR IS ON ISOBAR 
LINE{A»Z/2 = CONSTANT 

•CURVE OF STABLE NUCLEI 
(SEE FIGURE 12) 

Z/2 

Figure 49. Energy release on fission. 

t 

(E AT r«0 IS200MEV 
FOR EACH CURVE) 

rxO rxB 

Figure 50. Transition curves for fission fragments* 
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be drawn to connect the Coulomb potential curve to the known energy at r " 0. Presumably stable 
nuclei with A > 100 are represented by curves of Ae type I, with barrier heights of the order of 
50 Mev, since the Coulomb potential at r = nuclear diameter Is greater than the fission energy. 
Presumably uranium would be represented by a curve like II, vdiere the barrier is about 6 Mev. 
Substances ^ o s e energy curve would be given by III would naturally not exist for long. This laner 
curve presumably represents nonexisting transuranlcs.* 

Consider r = B to be of the order of the diameter of a fission fragment. Then from equation (8-2), 
B « 2 X 1.48 ^ 10"*'(A/2)'^. Using this value for B, we can plot Eg(the Coulomb potential at r = B) 
as a function of mass number A, Figure 51- Similarly we can draw a curve E^, the excess of mass 
of a parent nucleus of mass number A over that of its two fragments (i.e, the fission energy). This 
latter curve becomes negative below A = 85 and crosses the curve for E_ at about A =250. From 
such a graph, one can get E^ ~ E^ for any A. The quantity E^ — E ^ is a measure of die height of 
the energy barrier against fission. 

Figure 51. Energy barrier against flssjan. 

* ftor a soaeshat aors detai led dtsaBsalsa or the traaaltlon carves, see the B«Ar, Mieeler paper, 

HITS. Sew. M:4aa(lSSa). 
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It is possible, of course, to investigate more precisely the shape of the energy versus fragment 
separation curve near r = 0 if some specific model is assumed. Considering the Bohr liquid drop 
model, we assume that the original nucleus is a sphere and then calculate the change in energy for 
a small deformation. Let us funher assume that the sphere, in beginning to split, deforms in a very 
simple manner, namely, it stretches slightly in one direction and flattens our perpendicularly to 
this direction, thus becoming an ellipsoid. If we assume that the sphere does not change its volume 
on becoming an ellipsoid, and this i s reasonable In view of the fact that all nuclei tend to maintain 
the same density of nuclear panicles, the change in the energy of the nucleus upon deformation will 
be due to only two of the the five factors discussed in the last section. First, the surface energy 
will tend to increase with deformation because more surface will be e:q>osed. Second, the 
electrostatic energy will decrease because the repelling charges will be effectively separated 
to some extent. Thus we have at least two energies changing in opposite ways with deformation of 
a spherical nucleus. The surface or capillary energy is proponional to the surface area or A*' , 
and the electrostatic energy is proponional to Z ' A ^ ' " , which is ~ A*^. The latter energy becomes 
more impottant for heavy nuclei so that for heavy nuclei it i s likely that the energy of a nucleus tends 
to decrease with deformation, making a spherical nucleus unstable. The opposite Is true for light 
nuclei. From this picture. It is in heavy nuclei that we would expect fission. 

Let us investigate in some detail the change of energy of a spherical nucleus upon distottlon. 
The surface energy is proportional to the surface area, «4iich for an ellipsoid is: 

27rb" + 2 IT ^° .arcos (b/a) 

a and b are the semimajor and semimlnor axes, respectively. (Note that for b = a this reduces to 
4'nh*, since arcos (b/a) ~ arctan (*^a"-. b ' A ~ / a * - b ' / b . ) The electrostatic energy of a 
charge distributed throughout the volume of an ellipsoid can be shown to be: 

^ * log ? • - ° 
10 v/,prp- Vv^T^ 

(This reduces to (3/5) iZ*/t) for b ' a • r.) Now consider a sphere of original radius R. If it Is 
stretched in one directloiLthen a *R(1'«'&). The minor axis b changes so as to keep the volume of 
the sphere constant, i.e., (47^/3 ab" "'(4w/3)R • from <«duch b " R/vl +E. Substituting for a and b 
in the two energy expressions above and developing the results In powers of C, we find the 
electrostatic energy to be: 

r^hf- ] 
and the surface energy to be: 

47rR «[l+|e«+....l 

It Is to be noted that the first terms in each of these equations are simply the electrostatic energy 
and surface area, respectively, of the undlstoned sphere, while the second terms are the cottec-
tions for dlstonloiu The conectlon term for the electrostatic energy is negative, indicating a 
decrease with distortion; that for the surface area Is positive, conesponding to an increase In area. 
Using the proper coefficients for these energies from the formula for M(A,Z), equation (8-8), the 
eaecss In energy of the ellipsoid over the sphere is: 

5*-? (0.014 A**) - 1 ( 0 . 0 0 0 6 2 7 ) ^ ^ 

ci-fj^^ 
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The condition for stability against deformation is that the bracket be positive, that is: 

2^ <44.7 (8-10) 

For uranium Z V A is 36, while for lower elements its value is even smaller, indicating that the 
foregoing condition for instability i s too snlngent. 

Actually, Instability will occur for lower values of Z '/A than the limiting value given by 
equation (8-10). For potential curves of the shape shown in Figure 52, the banier is rather trans
parent, and one could expect appreciable spontaneous fission. The probability of leakage through 
the banier will be finite, so that the decay constant with respect to fission will not be zero. Even 
for U ^ there are "^ 20 fissions per gram per hour spontaneously (corresponding to a "fission half-
life" of about 10 ** years), so that for heavier atoms this may soon become a prominent phenomenon. 

Ourprlncipal interest is not in spontaneous fissions but in fissions brought about by neuttons. 
Neutrons can cause fissions by contributing their kinetic energy and their binding energy to the 
nucleus. This energy is at least 5 or 6 Mev (the binding energy of the neutton) and may raise the 
energy of the nucleus high enough within the banier for a fission to take place before the excess 
energy Is lost by gamma radiation. Because of the fact that the binding energy of neutrons to nuclei 
with an odd number of neutrons i s larger than It i s to those with an even number of neutrons (see 
equation (8*6)) it Is reasonable to expect fission for thermal neuttons to be more prevalent for those 
nuclei with an odd number of neutrons. This is confirmed by experiment. U ̂ * is not fissioned by 
thermal neutrons whereas U " is . Moreover the other "fissionable" materials, U"* and P u ^ each 
have an odd number of neutrons. From facts such as these and photofission thresholds, one can 
estimate that for uranium the height of the fission banier is of the order of 5 Mev. 

t SHALLOW TROUGH (LOW BARRIER) 

Figure 52. Possible potential banier In spontaneous fission. 
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Figure 53. Fission product yield for U 235. 
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It is to be kept in mind that in the consideration of the competition of fission with other pro
c e s s e s , it i s not sufficient to consider energies alone, a s we have done. For fission, one must 
not only have the energy r ise to the top of the barrier, but i s i s also necessary that th is energy be 
concentrated in the proper modes of motion for fission. Th i s may take some time, so that competing 
p rocesses may occur at the expense of fission. Since the number of modes, and hence of use le s s 
nonfission modes, increases with excitation energy, it may, therefore, be very likely that the reason 
photofission with ~ 100-Mev gamma rays on lower nuclei h a s not been observed i s because the 
energy does not get concentrated in a proper mode before it i s lost by some other way than fission. 

8.3 THE FISSION PROCESS - RESULTING PARTICLES 

When a nucleus f iss ions there are, in addition to the two fragments, a number of other pan ic les 
observed. They are neutrons, beta par t ic les , gamma rays , and ofren fast alpha pan ic les . Some 
of these are observed to accompany the fission process , and others are emitted at various times 
following the fissioning itself. 

The fission fragments themselves have been studied in great detail*. The distribution of 
fission fragments for U*®° as a function of mass , shown in Figure 53, cons i s t s of two nearly 
identical peaks with maxima at mass numbers 96 and 140. If U ' ^ " is fissioned by a neutron, and 
in the course of fissioning two neutrons are emitted, then the mass number corresponding to 
equal splitt ing would be A = 117. The observed yield for equal split t ing (A = 117) is only 0.01%, 
whereas the maximum yie lds (at A = 96 and 140) are about 6.5%. In each c a s e , the fission fragment 
formed i s unstable (see Figure 49) because of the excess of neut tons. For example, the nucleus 
with mass number 140, yield 6.3%, finishes up as s table Ce**° after a sequence of beta decays : 

.2=54) 1«» s h o r t " 18.8d ***"*"' Vz = 68) (8-11) 

A large number of such "f i ss ion product c h a i n s " have been identified. 

It should be noted that the distribution of masses also gives the distribution of the relative 
kinetic energies of fission fragments. This follows from the conservation of momentum. If E and 
E are the kinetic energies of the fission fragments M and M , then conservation of momentum 
requires that M^V^ = M^V^ or i/2M^E^ = v/2M^E^ Thus M /M = / E j j / E ^ , s o that the heavier 
of a pair of fission fragments has the smaller kinetic energy. The absolute value of the energy E ̂  
corresponding to the mass M^ follows from the fact that the total energy Ê ^ + E^ is a constant 
( ~ 1 6 0 Mev) and the total mass M^ + M^ is a constant ( ~ 2 3 4 m.u.). 

The neutrons emitted in fission are c l a ssed as either "prompt" or " d e l a y e d " . The term 
"prompt" means that the neutrons leave the fission fragment after i t s formation in times shorter 
than we can measure. JM est imate of 10~^* second can be made by considering the fission prod
uct as the split t ing of a drop. The final fragments are not of spherical shape (Figure 54), so there 
will be a considerable vibrational energy assoc ia ted with osci l la t ions about the equilibrium 
(spherical) shape of the fragment. This excitation energy may be sufficient to evaporate a neutron, 
especial ly s ince neutron binding energies in fission fragments are small because of the excess 
of neutrons. For example, assume that U * ' " i s made to fission by a neutron, and two fragments 
with A = 118 and Z = 46 appear. Using the formula for M(A,Z), equation (8-8), one can calculate 
binding energies for various nuclei of weight A =118: 

• See •nuclei Famed In Fission: Decay Characteristics, Fission Yields and Chain Relationships* 
Issued by the Plutonium Project in J. Am. Chem. Soc. SB: 2411(1046) and Rev. Hod. Phys. 18:613(1044). 

<?-f3 
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Figure 54. Fission of a liquid drop. 
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50 
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(where Z «« 50 is the stable value for Z if A = 118). Thus, neutrons may be lightly bound to fission 
fragments. Whenever neutron emission is energetically possible, neutron emission is likely, be
cause of the absence of a barrier for neutrons. As a matter of fact, one could conclude from obser
vations that considerable excitation energy must be present in the fragments, because from one 
to three neutrons are emitted per fission in the Case of U*"*. 

The energies of the neutrons that come off at fission are given in the distribution curve in 
Figure 55. In the center of gravity system of neutron and fission fragment, the neutron energy 
distribution would be approximately Maxwellian, with a "temperature" corresponding to the exci
tation of the fragment. To get the theoretical curve for the distribution in the laboratory system, 
one would have to take account of the motion of the fission fragment and the dependence of emission 
probability on neutron energy. 

In addition to these prompt neutrons about 1% are delayed. To explain the emission of delayed 
neutrons, consider (Figure 56) a fragment A, which undergoes a /3 disintegration to a nucleus B. 
Usually this disintegration will go to the ground state of B, but occasionally the nucleus B may 
end up in an excited state with excitation energy greather than B. E., the binding energy of a 
neutron. In such a case, neutron emission becomes quite likely. Such neutrons would come off very 

^-93-97 
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Figure 55. Prompt neutrons per unit energy versus energy. 
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Figure 56. Mechanism of delayed neutron emission. 
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quickly after the ySdecay and would, therefore, show decay periods that correspond to the periods 
of the disintegration of A to the excited state of B. 

The delayed neutron periods that have been observed and their yields are listed in Table 4. 
The first two periods are rather well verified and have been identified to be emitted by Kr'^ and 
Xe*'', respectively*. The shortest period is not yet definitely confirmed.' 

TABLE 4-DELAYED NEUTRONS FROM U"'" [Phys. Rev. 74:1330(1948)] t 

H A L F - L I F E ( S E C ) R E L A T I V E I N T E N S I T Y DELAYED NEUTRONS 

PER PROMPT N E U T R O N . ( % ) 

55.3 ± 0.7 0.054 0.025 

22.4 ± 0.4 0.294 0.166 

5.5 ± 0.3 0.297 0.213 

1.7 ± 0.2 0.279 0.24t 

0.36 ± 0.07 0.076 0.085 

(0 .0044 ± 0.0007 1) ( ~ 02) 

8.4 THE FISSION PROCESS - GENERAL NATURE OF CROSS SECTION 

The cross sections for capture and fission for the isotopes of uranium and plutonium that have 
so far been investigated show a rather complicated dependence on energy. For some Isotopes, the 
(n,f) cross section decreases with neutron energy, whereas for others it increases. Some isotopes 
show an (n,f) threshold, whereas some have an (n,f) cross section that follows the 1/v law at low 
energies. Pronounced resonances for capture are apparent at low neutron energies in isotopes like 
^888^ The resonances become less striking at higher energies, ^ e r e they tend to become smeared 
out. 

•Phys. Rev. 7S:S4S (147). 

fPhys. Rev. 74:1330 (1848). 
'I'Slmllar periods have been found for the 4lelay«d neutrons In plutonium f iss ion. See Riys. Rev.78:067 

1 870 (1947). The per cent of delayed neutrons per prompt neutron Is taken from Phys. Rev. 78> 111 (1848). 

6l-f3'^ 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Substituting the correct value for a into equation (8-7) gives a relation between Z and 
A. Compare points predicted by this equation with the corresponding values for about ten known 
stable isotopes . Make the comparison graphical. 

2. Dempster, in Phys ica l Review 53:870 (1938), g ives a curve of the packing fraction v s . 
the mass number. Using equation (8-8), plot packing fractions expected " theore t i ca l ly" along 
with Dempster 's experimental curve and note the degree of agreement. 

3. Calculate the binding energies of neutrons toTh*^*,Au**' , Sm**' , In* i» , and M n " . Use 
the formula for M(A,Z), a s was done at the end of Section 8.1. Sufficiently accurate experimental 
data for nuclear mas se s (for such an application as this) exist only for the lightest nuclei . 

4. At what atomic number is Instabili ty reached according to the inequality of equation (8-10)? 
Use the expression for Z , the proper value of Z for a nucleus of weight A, that has been developed 
in equation (8-7). 

5. Derive an energy distribution curve for fission neutrons, assuming a velocity V for the 
fission fragment and a Maxwell distribution of energies in the center of gravity system. Also assume 
that the probability of neutron escape i s proportional to their velocity. 

^^93-^ 


